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Abstract

The ever expanding market of ultra portable electronic products is com-
pelling the designer to invest major efforts in the development of small
and low energy electronic devices. The driving force and benefactors of

such devices are (but not limited to) e-health system, sensor network appli-
cations, security systems, environmental applications, and home automation
systems. These markets have launched a massive trend towards ultra low-
energy and ultra low-voltage devices. As the technology scales, the dimen-
sions of a transistors have become extremely small, leading to reliability and
process variation issues. Above all, with the ability of placing millions of gates
in a small area, high current consumption have become one of the key factors
in modern high-performance technologies. In portable electronics, the battery
life time is a major issue, as most of the time the device is accompanied with
an enclosed battery that has to last for long periods without compromise on
performance. Furthermore, there are many applications where the battery
lifetime sets the lifetime of the device. Therefore, research is needed to iden-
tify the techniques and the impact of them on the design operated for ultra
low-energy.

The low energy dissipation requirements on a design are achievable by em-
ploying various optimization techniques. Voltage scaling is the most effective
knob to reduce energy dissipation. For this reason ultra-low energy design
usually translates into ultra-low voltage or subthreshold (sub-VT) domain op-
eration. This work presents an analysis on design space for ultra-low energy
dissipation of digital circuits. The circuits are operated in the sub-VT region
with moderate throughput constraints. The drawback of operating circuits in
sub-VT is slow speed performances and reduced reliability. To combat speed
degradation due to scaling of the supply voltage, the architectural design
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space, needs exploration.
Techniques such as device sizing, body biasing, stacking transistors, dual

threshold gates, multi threshold synthesis, pipelining, and loop unfolding,
are explored and applied to the designs. The designs are synthesized in a
65 nm CMOS technology with low-power and three threshold options, both
as single-VT and as multi-VT designs. A sub-VT energy model is applied to
characterize the designs in the sub-VT domain. Reliability in the sub-VT do-
main is analyzed by Monte-Carlo simulations. The minimum reliable opera-
tion voltage (ROV) for gates in low power 65 nm CMOS technology is found
to be around 250 mV.

The applied energy model for designs to be characterized for sub-VT do-
main operation is presented. The energy model encompasses single VT im-
plementations and multi-VT implementations. The energy modeling is based
on the 65 nm CMOS standard cells provided by the technology vendor. The
energy model has been used to evaluate various techniques and constraints
for a circuits operated in the sub-VT domain.

The work describes how the energy dissipation of architectures vary w.r.t.
switching activity, µe. The effects of pipelining together with supply voltage
scaling is analyzed, which shows that they have high benefits with respect to
energy dissipation. Various halfband digital (HBD) filter structures are evalu-
ated for minimum energy dissipation in the sub-VT domain for a throughput
constrained system. All architectures, i.e., unfolded and the basic HBD fil-
ter, are implemented and simulated using 65 nm Low-Power High-Threshold
(HVT) standard cells. The application of a sub-VT energy model reveals that
it is beneficial to use an unfolded implementation to achieve low energy dis-
sipation per sample at EMV, when compared to the energy dissipated by a
basic simplified HBD filter implementation.

Various available threshold options are analyzed with the help of filter
structures by using 65 nm Low-Leakage High-Threshold (HVT), Standard-
Threshold (SVT) and Low-Threshold (LVT) standard cells. Secondly, the de-
sign space is increased by utilization of a combination of HVT + SVT and also
HVT + LVT cells. The analysis with sub-VT energy model leads to the conclu-
sion that a suitable design is a synergy between parallelism, and utilization of
various threshold options. In this analysis the multi-VT, implementations did
not show a major advantage over single VT implementations. A decimation
filter chain consisting of 4 HBD filters is fabricated and the silicon measure-
ments demonstrate that SVT and different architectural flavors are suitable
for a ultra low energy (ULE) implementation. Silicon measurements prove
functionality down to a supply at 350 mV, with a maximum clock frequency
of 500 kHz, having an energy dissipation of 102 fJ/cycle.

Additionally, an alternative to SRAM macro is presented for sub-VT opera-
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tions. The memory is based on standard-cells and is referred to as SCMs. The
energy per memory access as well as the maximum achievable throughput in
the sub-VT domain of various SCM architectures are evaluated by means of a
gate-level sub-VT energy characterization model.
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Preface

The thesis summarizes the analysis and results achieved as the result of the
research work performed at the Department of Electrical and Informa-
tion Technology, Lund University for Doctoral degree in Circuit Design.

The thesis includes material published in the following journal or peer re-
viewed conference papers:

Journal Articles

• S. Sherazi, J. Rodrigues, O. Akgun, H. Sjöland, P. Nilsson, "Ultra low en-
ergy design exploration of digital decimation filters in 65 nm dual-VT CMOS
in the sub-VT domain", Microprocessors and Microsystems: Embedded Hardware
Design (MICPRO), Elsevier, vol.37/4-5, 2013.
Contribution Research work has been performed by the first author in the
guidance of the remaining authors.

• P. Meinerzhagen, S. Sherazi, A. Burg, J. Rodrigues, "Benchmarking of standard-
cell based memories in the sub-VT domain in 65 nm CMOS technology", Journal
of Emerging and Selected Topics in Circuits and Systems, Vol. 1, No. 2, pp. 173-182,
2011.
Contribution The research work has been performed jointly among the two
the first and second author in the guidance of the remaining authors.

• H. Sjöland, J. B. Anderson, C. Bryant, R. Chandra, O. Edfors, A. Johans-
son, N. Seyed Mazloum, R. Meraji, P. Nilsson, D. Radjen, J. Rodrigues, S.
Sherazi, V. Öwall, "A receiver architecture for devices in wireless body area
networks", Journal of Emerging and Selected Topics in Circuits and Systems, Vol. 2,
No. 1, pp. 82-95, 2012.
Contribution The research work on the digital baseband part of the system is
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performed under the supervision of the first author.

Peer reviewed Conference Papers

• S. Sherazi, P. Nilsson, H. Sjöland, J. Rodrigues, "A 100-fJ/cycle sub-VT deci-
mation filter chain in 65 nm CMOS", IEEE International Conference on Electronics,
Circuits, and Systems (ICECS), 2012-12-09.
Contribution Research work has been performed by the first author in the
guidance of the remaining authors.
Contribution The research work has been performed jointly among the two
the first and second author in the guidance of the last author.

• O. Andersson, S. Sherazi, J. Rodrigues, "Impact of switching activity on the
energy minimum voltage for 65 nm sub-VT CMOS", NORCHIP, 2011-11-14.
Contribution The research work has been performed jointly among the two
the first and second author in the guidance of the last author.

• S. Sherazi, P. Nilsson, O. Akgun, H. Sjöland, J. Rodrigues, "Design explo-
ration of a 65 nm sub-VT CMOS digital decimation filter chain", IEEE Interna-
tional Symposium on Circuits and Systems (ISCAS), 2011-05-16.
Contribution Research work has been performed by the first author in the
guidance of the remaining authors.

• S. Sherazi, P. Nilsson, O. Akgun, H. Sjöland, J. Rodrigues, "Ultra low en-
ergy vs throughput design exploration of 65 nm sub-VT CMOS digital filters",
NORCHIP, 2010-11-15.
Contribution Research work has been performed by the first author in the
guidance of the remaining authors.

Additional articles have been published during the Doctoral studies, how-
ever, they are not included in this thesis.

Journal Article

• S. Sherazi, S. Asif, E. Backenius, M. Vesterbacka, "Reduction of substrate
noise in sub clock frequency range", IEEE Transactions on Circuits and Systems
I: Regular Papers (TCAS-I), Vol. 57, No. 6, pp. 1287-1297, 2010.

Peer reviewed Conference Papers

• R. Meraji, S. Sherazi, J. B. Anderson, H. Sjöland, V. Öwall, "Analog and
digital approaches for an energy efficient low complexity channel decoder",
IEEE International Symposium on Circuits and Systems (ISCAS), 2013-05-19.

• B. Mohammadi, S. Sherazi, J. Rodrigues, "Sizing of dual-VT gates for sub-VT
circuits", IEEE Subthreshold Microelectronics, 2012-10-09.
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• P. Meinerzhagen, O. Andersson, B. Mohammadi, S. Sherazi, A. Burg, J. Ro-
drigues, "A 500 fW/bit 14 fJ/bit-access 4kb standard-cell based sub-VT mem-
ory in 65 nm CMOS", ESSIRC, 2012-09-17.

• P. Meinerzhagen, O. Andersson, S. Sherazi, A. Burg, J. Rodrigues, "Syn-
thesis strategies for sub-VT systems", European Conference on Circuit Theory and
Design, (ECCTD), 2011-08-29.

The research work included in this thesis is supported by the Swedish Foundation
for Strategic Research (SSF).
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1
Introduction

U ltra-low energy circuits have gained enormous importance in the mod-
ern era. Specifically the energy dissipation of devices like hearing aids,

medical implants, and remote sensors has become an important design
parameter. Wearable and implantable wireless sensor networks are the back-
bone of future e-health system where sensors can be deployed on the body
for monitoring and alerting hospitals or in-body for restoring lost internal
function or to communicate with a robotic arm or leg. These sensor networks
require an energy efficient, relatively high data-rate node that can collect med-
ical data via a sensor and communicate them to base stations. The energy
efficiency is most important in determining of the best suited design for an
electronic device that is to be used in a wearable or implantable wireless sen-
sor node. In order to achieve these constraints, extensive efforts are needed
to design the circuitry in such a way that it consumes minimal energy. Ad-
ditionally, ultra low energy dissipation is very attractive because it makes the
battery last longer, which is important as it is non-trivial to change or charge
one in an implant. However, the energy dissipation is bounded by the battery
lifetime, i.e., high energy dissipation leads to shorter battery life.

The energy dissipation from the battery can be divided into two main parts,
the dynamic and the static energy dissipation. When the circuit is in operation
the energy dissipated is considered dynamic energy. When the circuit is in
idle or standby mode, the energy depleted from the battery is characterized
as static energy. The relation between dynamic energy and the battery voltage
VDD leads to the fact that reduction in the battery voltage yields quadratic
reduction in energy dissipation.

The low energy dissipation requirements are achievable by employing var-

1
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Figure 1.1.: Design space for ultra-low energy implementation

ious techniques. Voltage scaling is the most effective knob to reduce power
and energy dissipation, if the timing requirements can still be met. For this
reason ultra-low energy design translates into ultra-low voltage (ULV) or sub-
threshold (sub-VT) domain operation. This is one of the most effective knob
to play with when reduction in energy is needed. The side effect of supply
voltage reduction is an increase in the delays of the gates or the designed
circuit.

There is a need of design space exploration for circuits operated in sub-VT
domain to find an optimum solution. The design space includes various level
of abstractions ranging from transistor/device level to system level optimiza-
tion. Figure. 1.1, shows some of the design space knobs that can be explored
to find an optimized solution that fits well in the realm of ultra low energy
design. Trade-offs at various levels of abstractions may differ from traditional
super-threshold (super-VT) low-power design compared to sub-VT design. For
example, device sizing w.r.t width and body biasing may not be as beneficial
in terms of energy efficiency for moderate throughput requirements, when
compared to circuits operated at nominal voltage. Circuits with large fan-
in or stacking have larger detrimental effects on speeds in sub-VT domain
compared to super-VT operations. Pipelining and parallelism/unfolding are
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1.1. Thesis Contribution 3

beneficial, however, extreme unfolding and pipelining may result in ineffi-
cient energy dissipation per output. Exploitation of threshold voltage options
may result in energy efficient designs. The thesis includes these options and
elaborates on them.

1.1. THESIS CONTRIBUTION

The thesis includes an introduction to power consumption related trends for
a CMOS design, presented in Chapter 2. Insight into types of power con-
sumption are presented, together with a brief overview of techniques that
are used to reduce power. One technique that reduces all major components
of the power consumption is supply voltage VDD scaling. Other architectural
improvements yield major advantages once employed together with VDD scal-
ing. The rest of the thesis focuses on VT scaling and design space analysis that
goes hand-in-hand with this technique.

The thesis is mainly divided into four main parts.

PART 1: SUB-VT DOMAIN BASICS

The first part of the thesis discusses sub-VT operation basics, this part includes
Chapters 3 and 4.

Chapter 3, summarizes the basics of the sub-VT domain. The current equa-
tions encompassing various effects of leakage for example gate induced drain
leakage (GIDL) or drain induced barrier lowering (DIBL) leakage are pre-
sented. Discussion on fundamental concepts such as the ratio between on-
current Ion and off-current Ioff of the transistor is given. Delay degradation
due to voltage scaling is shown to be exponential once the supply voltage is
scaled below the threshold voltage of the adopted technology. Furthermore,
reliability issues due to process variations are discussed.

Chapter 4, includes a proposed energy model used for characterization of
the designs operated in sub-VT domain. The applied model encompasses
both single VT and multi-VT implementations. The energy modeling is based
on the 65 nm CMOS standard cells provided by the technology vendor. The
energy model has been used to evaluate various techniques and constraints
for circuits operated in the sub-VT domain.

PART 2: ARCHITECTURAL ANALYSIS FOR SUB-VT DOMAIN ENERGY
DISSIPATION

This part mainly focuses on the architectural analysis for circuits operating in
sub-VT domain. This part includes Chapters 5, 6, and 7.
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Chapter 5 describes how the energy dissipation of architectures vary w.r.t.
switching activity. Simulation results based on the sub-VT energy model show
that higher switching activity in a given design causes high energy dissipa-
tion.

Chapter 6 shows that pipelining together with supply voltage scaling have
high benefits with respect to energy dissipation. Simulation results based on
the sub-VT energy model show that designs with long critical paths benefits
from reduction in switching activity by the use of pipeline stages. Further-
more, it also help reduce the leakage currents. All of these reductions result
in low energy dissipation in the sub-VT domain.

In Chapter 7 four halfband digital (HBD) filter architectures are evaluated
for minimum energy dissipation in the sub-VT domain for a throughput con-
strained system. All architectures, i.e., unfolded and the basic HBD filter,
are implemented and simulated using 65 nm Low-Leakage High-Threshold
(HVT) standard cells. The application of a sub-VT energy model reveals that
it is beneficial to use an unfolded implementation to achieve low energy dis-
sipation per sample at EMV, when compared to the energy dissipated by a
basic simplified HBD filter implementation. However, there is a limit to the
unfolding factor, where the energy dissipation benefits start to diminish.

PART 3: ANALYSIS ON THRESHOLD OPTIONS WITHIN A TECHNOLOGY
FOR SUB-VT DOMAIN ENERGY DISSIPATION

This part mainly focuses on threshold options within a technology for circuits
operating in sub-VT domain. This includes Chapters 8, and 9.

In Chapter 8, the effect of various available threshold options is examined
by the use of HBD filter structures, which are implemented and simulated
using 65 nm HVT, Standard-Threshold (SVT) and Low-Threshold (LVT) stan-
dard cells. Secondly, the design space is increased by utilization of a combina-
tion of HVT + SVT and also HVT + LVT cells. The analysis with sub-VT energy
model leads to the conclusion that different architectures are suitable for dif-
ferent constraints. A suitable design is a synergy between parallelism and
utilization of various threshold options. However, with stringent low energy
dissipation requirements combined with moderate throughput requirements,
unfolded architectures synthesized with SVT cells are the most appropriate
option. In this analysis, the multi-VT, implementations do not show a signifi-
cant advantages over single VT implementations.

Chapter 9 presents a decimation filter chain, which is fabricated in 65 nm
CMOS. The simulation results are validated by silicon measurements and
demonstrate that low-power standard threshold logic (SVT) and different ar-
chitectural flavors are suitable for a low-power implementation. Silicon mea-
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surements prove functionality down to 350 mV supply, with a maximum clock
frequency of 500 kHz, having an energy dissipation of 102 fJ/cycle.

PART 4: ANALYSIS ON STANDARD CELL BASED MEMORIES (SCM) IN
SUB-VT DOMAIN

Memories are an important part of many digital systems. There is a need for
optimization of memory blocks that can be used for energy efficient design.
The main options for embedded memories which may be operated reliably
in the sub-VT domain are: 1) specially designed SRAM macros, and 2) stor-
age arrays built from flip-flops or latches. Standard SRAM designs require
non-trivial modifications to function reliably in the sub-VT regime. This part
focuses on an alternative method for designing memories that are optimal for
sub-VT domain operation. This part contains Chapter 10, which shows that
for standard-cell based ultra-low-power designs, standard-cell based memo-
ries (SCMs) are an interesting alternative to full-custom SRAM macros which
must be specifically optimized to guarantee reliable operations. The main
advantages of SCMs are the reduced design effort, reliable operation for the
same voltage range as the associated logic, high speed (when compared to
corresponding full-custom macros), and good energy efficiency for maximum-
speed operation.

PART 5: FUTURE WORK

Finally, some hints towards future direction of the work related to this thesis
is given in Chapter 11.
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2
Power

P resently miniaturized electronic devices are getting more important in
medical, sensor networks, and many other portable device applications.
Engineers aim to develop ultra compact and low power circuits. The

emphasis on the power consumption is also enormous in general purpose
processors and other devices. The device design for low power consump-
tion compared to the same device that is designed for low energy dissipation
shall lead to very different solutions. This chapter sheds some light on this
power versus energy design constraints. As maximum power consumption is
bounded by both operational frequency and the amount of heat produced in
the device that can be tolerated and it is related to the power density param-
eter [5].

Power optimization has gained emphasis in recent years. In 2011 the In-
ternational technology roadmap for semiconductors (ITRS) published their
paper [1], where a road map for power-aware design was given until 2025.
This includes improvements in both dynamic and static power consumption.
Various methods are proposed for these power optimization that include:

1. Frequency Islands
The techniques exploits the spread of power by blocks designed to op-
erate at different frequencies. Thereby, the peak power consumption
and the peak current spikes are reduced. The cost of this technique is
larger area with complicated engineering steps.

2. Near-Threshold computing
The idea is to operate the design at around supply voltage of 400 -
500 mV, which is close to the threshold voltage of the standard devices

7
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Figure 2.1.: (a) Impact of Low-Power Design Technology on
SOC Consumer Portable Power Consumption
(b) SOC Consumer Portable Power Consumption
Trends. [1]
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2.1. Power Consumption in CMOS 9

in 65 nm CMOS. This reduces the dynamic power in a quadratic man-
ner. The cost is lower operating frequency, however, some level of mod-
erate throughput can be maintained.

3. Hardware/Software Co-partitioning
The co-partitioning here is based on the behavioral level analysis w.r.t
power. This requires various levels of software interfaces and controls
units.

4. Heterogeneous parallel computing
This technique uses various types of processors in a parallel computing
architecture that also help reduce the peak power. However, the idle
power may increase due to higher leakage current.

5. Power-Aware Software
Power consumption is used as the key parameter that defines the pro-
cesses within the software that is used to run on the hardware. The
technique has higher engineering complexity.

6. Asynchronous Design
This techniques exploits the fact that there is no clock in the circuit,
therefore, the periodic power consumption is defused. The design may
result in higher area and there are no efficient automated computer
aided design (CAD) tools that take the register transfer logic (RTL) to
silicon.

With the application of these techniques the ITRS predicts reduction in power
consumption as shown in the Figure. 2.1(a) and the Figure. 2.1(b). These fig-
ures show the trends of power consumption until 2026 and give the contribu-
tion of static and dynamic power for both logic and the memory.

2.1. POWER CONSUMPTION IN CMOS

The total power consumption for a digital circuit is given as

PT = αCtotVDD
2 fclk︸ ︷︷ ︸

Pdyn

+ IleakVDD︸ ︷︷ ︸
Pleak

+ αTsc ISCVDD︸ ︷︷ ︸
Psc

, (2.1)

here PT, Pdyn, Pleak and Psc represent the total, the dynamic, the leakage and
the short circuit power consumption, respectively. In 2.1, α is the switching
activity or switching factor of the circuit, fclk the clock frequency, and Ctot
the total capacitance within the circuit. Ileak represents the leakage current in
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Figure 2.2.: Power profile of portable devices

static mode, i.e., when the circuit is not performing any operation. ISC, is the
short circuit current and Tsc represents the time when there is a direct path
from supply voltage VDD to ground. This gives the peak current consump-
tion for this specific time period and is proportional to the dimensions of the
transistor [6]. The parameter Tsc may be given as

Tsc =
Tr + Tf

2
, (2.2)

here Tr and Tf, represent the rise time and fall time of the input signal, respec-
tively. From the equation it is seen that reduction of the supply voltage causes
the power consumption to be reduced in a quadratic manner for the circuits
that have higher dynamic power consumption. However, for leakage or short
circuit, a scaling of VDD reduces power linearly.

Power consumption in any digital circuit can be divided into two main
branches active power and static power. The active power consists of both
dynamic and short-circuit consumption. The static power consumption com-
promises of leakage consumption only. The predictions from ITRS show that
both the active and static power consumption have almost equal impact on
the total power consumed by the devices.

2.1.1. ACTIVE POWER

Specifically the increase in the number of devices within the same area due to
reduction in size of the transistor leads to an increase in the power consump-
tion density caused by increased switching activity and also higher frequen-
cies, i.e., higher dynamic power consumption. This means that higher power
consumption lead to an increase in operational cost, with burden on the envi-
ronment. To combat such high power demands the systems are designed so
that they have at least two modes; one active mode, where the main process-
ing is performed, second, is the standby mode where the system is idle. The
idle mode has high impact on the reduction of the over all power profile of
the design. The power profile of a design with these modes is presented in
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Figure. 2.2. The power shown in the Figure. 2.2 is instantaneous power con-
sumed by the circuit. From [7] the average power consumed in a certain time
interval is given as

P̂avg =
1

∆t

∫ T0+∆t

T0

Pinst(t)dt, (2.3)

where Pinst(t) is the instantaneous power consumed in the circuit, T0 and
T0 + ∆ T0 are start and end time of the interval that the average power is to
be determined.

SHORT-CIRCUIT POWER PSC

Short-circuit power consumption Psc occurs during logic transitions. When
the input signals changes from high to low or vise verse, the transition in the
signal voltage have a finite rise and fall time. During this transition a direct
path from supply voltage and ground is formed. This leads to a peak current
flow and causes short-circuit power consumption. As an example, consider an
inveter circuit that has a single PMOS and NMOS device as pull up network
and pull down network, respectively, in a CMOS implementation. As shown
in Figure. 2.3, the short-circuit current ISC flow during the finite input slope,
as both NMOS and PMOS are conducting during this transition. The Psc is
proportional to the switching activity similar to the dynamic power Pdyn [6].

Although, at higher supply voltages i.e. nominal VDD the Psc still has some
effect on the total power consumption. However, the impact has reduced with
scaled technologies. Furthermore, when the supply voltage is scaled down to
lower voltages i.e. when VDD < (VTN + |VTP|)/2, the impact of short circuit
power consumption is not seen. The reason is that the devices never conduct
currents simultaneously [6]. Therefore, the Psc can be ignored for sub-VT
domain.

2.1.2. STATIC POWER

As the dimensions of the transistor are scaled down, the leakage current (Ileak)
within the transistors increases due to thinner gate-oxides and other dimen-
sional effects. This causes higher static power consumption. The major cur-
rents in Ileak, consists of channel leakage, diode leakage, and gate leakage.

CHANNEL LEAKAGE

The channel leakage current consists of subthreshold current, the drain in-
duces barrier lowering (DIBL) leakages, as well as channel edge current.
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1. Subthreshold current
This leakage is specially observed in short channel devices, where, the
current flows even when the voltage across the gate and the source (VGS)
is below the threshold voltage (VT). This leakage is higher for devices
that have low VT, i.e., closer to zero volts.

2. DIBL current
In short channel transistors, the source and the drain region are physi-
cally close enough to affect each other, thereby affect the channel leak-
age current. The voltage at the drain increases the surface potential at
the source, due to the drain potential the depletion region underneath
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the channel is widen. The potential barrier is therefore lowered to a
level that enables the source to inject more carriers into the channel for
a given gate potential.

3. Channel edge current
Physical deformities around the the gate region causes abrupt transi-
tions. These transitions eliminate the lateral encroachment of the field
around the oxide layer into the channel area, called the bird’s beak [7].
That results in an increase in current near the channel edge, which is
viewed as a parasitic that lowers the effective threshold.

DIODE LEAKAGE

The diode leakage compromises of two main parts, pn-junction reverse bias
leakage and gate-induced drain leakage (GIDL).

1. PN-junction reverse bias leakage
While in normal operation the source and the drain pn-junctions with
the bulk are both reversed. This reverse bias causes leakage current
that has two main components namely, reverse saturation current and
generation current. The fundamental current in the pn-junction is called
reverse saturation current. The generation current is caused by the ther-
mal generation of electron-hole pairs within the region.

2. Gate-induced drain leakage (GIDL)
Due to a high electric field between gate and drain, caused by the gate-
drain overlap region leads to current leakage from the drain to the sub-
strate.

GATE LEAKAGE

Nano-meter devices face various effects due to diminished gate oxide thick-
ness. This diminished thickness leads to current leakage directly through the
gate and is referred to gate oxide tunneling. There are two main gate leak-
age components namely, gate-to-channel direct tunneling, and source/drain
extension-to-gate overlap tunneling currents.

1. Gate-to-channel direct tunneling
Gate direct tunneling current is produced by the quantum-mechanical
wave function of a charged carrier through the gate oxide potential bar-
rier into the channel, which depends not only on the device structure
but also on the bias conditions [8].
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2. Drain extension-to-gate overlap tunneling
In very short channel transistors, the portion of the gate overlap with the
drain and the source becomes larger compared to the total gate length.
When the gate voltage is between 0 V and the channel flat-band voltage,
an accumulation of charges is formed in the poly-silicon that eventually
leads to a source and drain extension-to-gate overlap tunneling current.

2.2. POWER MINIMIZATION TECHNIQUES

Various methods are employed to reduce the power consumption in a given
design. These methodologies range from top level optimization, for example
an algorithm or architectural optimization to low level optimization where
gate or even transistors are tweaked to form low power consuming circuits.
Furthermore, some of the optimization are beneficial for Static power reduc-
tion and some for minimization in the dynamic power consumption. In this
section an overview of these techniques are discussed.

2.2.1. ACTIVE POWER REDUCTION TECHNIQUES

The main components of the active power consumption are the operational
frequency, switching activity, capacitance and supply voltage as predicted in
(2.1). Following is an overview of some of the techniques used to reduce the
active power.

1. Multiple supply voltage (VDD)
Supply voltage reduction is an effective strategy to reduce the power
consumption. However, it may not be optimal. This is because the
indiscriminate reduction in VDD causes a delay increase in all the gates
in the design. An advantageous approach is to scale VDD selectively.
The section can be based on the gates that fall in the following two
categories [9].

• Gates belonging to a path that complete their evaluations earlier
than the rest of the circuit,

• Gates that have to drive large capacitances and will benefit from
the same delay increment.

Furthermore, a more Modular supply voltage scaling approach is also
applicable in the cases where circuit blocks have different speed and
can be separated. As an example, consider a design with processing
block and a controller. The data-path has a critical path delay of Tx and
the controller block has a critical path delay of Tx/2. In this case the VDD
for the controller is lowered to a point where the critical path delay is
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increased to Tx. In this case some voltage level converters are necessary
to make the communication between the blocks possible. Specifically,
they are needed when the module with the lower supply voltage has
to drive the gates at the higher VDD. Furthermore, in this technique
multiple supply voltages are needed in addition to main supply voltage,
they may require additional DC-DC converters.

Aggressive reduction in supply voltage (VDD)
The relation between dynamic power and the VDD leads to the fact that
supply voltage reduction yields quadratic reduction in power. Further-
more, it also helps in reduction of static power consumption. This is
one of the most effective knobs to play with when reduction in power
is needed. The side effect of VDD include reduced reliability due to
process variations and an increase in the delays of the gates or the de-
signed circuit, thus, reduction in operational frequency. Therefore, var-
ious methods such as pipelining and (or) parallelism/interleaving are
applied to compensate for the degradation in speed.

Parallelism involves adding a replica of the same hardware (e.g. an ad-
ditional adder unit in an ALU) connected in parallel. The circuits can
then operate at half the original intended input sample rate and are sill
able to maintain the original throughput. As the reduce speed require-
ments on the circuits are in place, the VDD can be lowered to the point
where the original throughput are met. Although the capacitance is
increased by a factor of two and some more due to data multiplexing
circuits and additional routing. On the other hand, the clock is reduced
by a factor of two, which compensates for the increase in area. How-
ever, the main reduction in power is achieved due to the reduction in
VDD. This technique is usually applied to the circuits that are not area
constrained.

Pipelining is another approach that is often employed achieve the dy-
namic power reduction. As the propagation delay Td is inversely pro-
portional to the supply voltage reduction and is given in [6] as

Td ∝
VDD

VDD −VT
, (2.4)

The Td of a given design is reduced by the introduction of additional
registers in the critical path, called pipelining. Once a design is pipelined
then this circuit is capable of performances higher with respect to the
original speed requirements. This higher speed performance is than
traded off by the reduction of supply voltage in accordance with VDD
in (2.4). Hence, an overall decrease in power consumption is attained.
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Other techniques at data-path or architectural level may include replace-
ment of slower blocks with their faster counter parts. This is done to
get back the performance loss due to VDD reduction.

2. Multiple clock domains
Application Specific integrated circuits (ASICs) now-a-days comprises
of multiple blocks of functionality incorporated in one framework. There-
fore, there are modules or blocks specifically designed with various
throughput requirements on the same chip. Various blocks require dif-
ferent clock domains and supply voltages. The least critical block are
therefore supplied with slower clock and lower supply voltages, to gain
in power reduction. In this kind of implementations various on-chip
clock generators are needed, they will cost in area and some power
consumption losses. However, optimized clock domains results in a re-
duced active power consumption as gains are seen due to reduced clock
frequencies [10].

3. Gated clocks
A clock gate is one of the most common ways to reduce the power
consumption. This technique is employed in the cases where part of
the circuit does not need to be active all the time and the processing can
be turned off with the use of clock gates. However, clock gating does
not help reduce the leakage power consumption, as only the clock is
turned off [9].

4. Dynamic voltage and frequency scaling (DVFS) DVFS is a power-
management technique that employed both the voltage and frequency
scaling to reduce the overall power consumption. This techniques is
usually applied in processors with multiple cores. These cores can
then be monitored for process activity. Based on the activity or task
requirements, the operating frequency and voltage of a processor core
can dynamically reduced or increased. However, as the maximum pro-
cessor and memory clock frequencies are being saturated, there is a
need for reduction larger static power consumption, smaller dynamic
power range and better idle/sleep modes. Each of these developments
limit the potential energy savings resulting from DVFS [11].

5. Glitch reduction
Glitch is a false transition that may occur in combinational logic before
the final result from the gate is not completely evaluated. The signal
transfer variations in the inputs of a gate cause these false evaluations
that are corrected once the actual input are stable at the considered gate
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or set of gates. These false transitions cause erroneous charging and
discharging of the load capacitances within the circuit and lead to high
active power consumption. These glitches can be reduced if the circuits
are designed with balanced paths. Some of the structures have inherent
balance path properties, in case of adders the kogge-stone adder [12]
has balance data path compared to an ordinary Ripple carry adder [9].
Furthermore, by introduction of pipeline also reduce the glitches with
in a chain and the false signals are not allowed to propagate throughout
the logic. This helps in the reduction of dynamic power consumption.

6. Transistor sizing
As discussed in [9], input capacitance of a CMOS gate is directly pro-
portional to its size and its speed. In cases where the gates achieve
faster performance than set by the requirement, the gates can be re-
sized. Here, the prime candidate for downsizing is the largest gate.
The delay for that gate will increase proportionally to the downsizing
of its dimensions. Therefore, it is must be performed where the largest
impact is gained. However, this method is not trivial as downsizing a
path also affects the delays in other paths with shared logic. It is hard
to isolate and optimize a single data path. Therefore, this is mainly
employed in EDA tools.

7. Resource allocation
Appropriate resource allocation results in reduction of switching activ-
ity, that in return reduces the power consumption. As shown in [9],
shared data-path reduces the area however, it increases the switching
activity due to multiplexing and has detrimental effects on power con-
sumption. This is due to the fact that the data is completely randomized
because of multiplexing and it can lead to scenarios where all one are
switched for all zeros, hence a higher switching activity is generated.
Implementation of independent data-paths may lead to lower power
consumption if the data is correlated [13].

8. Word-length optimization
In fixed-point mathematical operator implementations the output word-
length increases to maintain precision. This increment in word-length
is needed so that overflows are avoided. Consider an adder, it requires
N+1 output bit to avoid overflow in a two’s compliment addition. Now
if a direct form implementation of a M-Tap Finite-Impulse-Response
(FIR) filter is considered where there are M-1 adders connected together
in a series, with the first adder with N bit each input. This will lead to
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a M+N adder at the end if proper word-length management is not per-
formed. In this case a formula (N + dlog2(M)e) based on N and M is
used to optimize the word-length and maintain precision [14]. Further-
more, in many cases it is highly unlikely that every arithmetical opera-
tion yield an overflow. Thus, truncation or rounding may be performed
to minimize word-lengths, on the cost of less precision and more trun-
cation errors. This results in less hardware requirement and leads to
lower power consumption.

9. Arithmetic optimization
Arithmetic optimization includes use of architectures that produce less
switching activity in-order to calculate the mathematical results. It can
also include numerical strength reduction to reduce the complexity of a
given mathematical operation [13]. The basic mathematical operations
are ranked in terms of their complexity, with highest to lowest given
as, division, multiplication, addition/subtraction, and bit-shift. As an
example consider a case with a FIR filter is designed where the co-
efficients are known constants. In this case the multiplication can be
designed with respect to these constants and the resources are reduced
to simple bit-shifts and additions, that lower the complexity rank of the
multiplier. This improves the performance in terms of area, power, and
speed.

2.2.2. STATIC POWER REDUCTION TECHNIQUES

The predictions from ITRS show that static power consumption has almost
50 % impact on the total power consumed by the devices. The main com-
ponents of the static power consumption are the switching activity, leakage
currents, delays, and supply voltage as predicted in (2.1). Following is an
overview of some of the techniques used to reduce the static power.

1. Time-Multiplexing for leakage reduction
As leakage is one of the major sources for static power consumption,
which is directly linked to number of gate within the design. Therefore,
many architectures are optimized in such a way that common resource
are reused and time-multiplexed to complete an algorithms operation.
In time-multiplexed design, partial computations of an operation is per-
formed and the partial result is stored to accommodate execution of
another instruction. Once the resource is available the stored partial
results are then reused to continue with the operation. The results are
delivered after the completion of task. Compared to a direct mapped
circuit the time-multiplexed circuit need a controller and a register file
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or a memory block. This overhead becomes negligible when a larger
direct mapped circuit is converted to its time-multiplex counter part.

2. Transistor stacking
In this technique, gates with more stacked transistors are used i.e., tran-
sistors are connected in series. The stacking of transistors leads to slight
increase in the voltage at the intermediate point between the source
and drain junction in a CMOS network. The increase in the -ve VGS in-
creases the threshold voltage VT of the transistors that is not connected
to ground directly. This decreases the leakage current through the tran-
sistors and thereby, reduces the static power consumption.

3. Multiple device thresholds
Devices with multiple threshold can be used to trade off speed for
power. In a 65 nm CMOS technology, standard cells are often avail-
able in at least 3 threshold options, characterized as high-VT (HVT),
standard-VT (SVT), and low-VT (LVT). The HVT devices have a high
threshold voltage and due to this, the leakage currents are orders of
magnitude lower than the LVT devices. Therefore, it is possible to uti-
lize the LVT cells in the timing-critical paths, while HVT cells can be
used elsewhere. This techniques mainly helps reduce the static power
consumption of the design. As the parts of the design that are not crit-
ical have devices that will leak less. However, some reduction in active
power is also observed. This reduction is due to reduced gate channel
capacitance in the off state and a small reduction in signal swing on the
internal nodes of a gate [9].

4. Reverse body bias
Reverse body bias technique is used to reduce leakage current in the
idle mode. The idea implied in this technique increases the VT of the
gates and thereby reduce the leakage current. This increase is achieved
by applying a negative voltage to the bulk terminal of the transistor.
Experiments on NMOS transistor in a 65 nm CMOS bulk technology
has shown that the reverse body bias technique reduces leakage around
20 %∼ 30 % when the nominal supply voltage used. One of the draw-
backs of this technique is the requirement of additional +ve or -ve bias
voltage.

5. Power gating
In idle mode the leakage power is the main source of power consump-
tion. This leakage power is reduced with the use of power gates while
the system is in idle mode. This accomplished with the employment of
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large sleep transistors, that are used to cut off the supply voltage to the
rest of the circuitry. These transistors are placed on the supply rail or
sometimes on both supply rail and the ground rail as discussed in [9].
The transistors are controlled by a sleep signal, that is inactive during
the normal operation. However, once the circuit goes in the idle mode
the sleep signal is activated and this cuts the supply off from the rest
of the circuitry. A finite resistance of these transistors result in addi-
tional noise within the supply rails for the circuits attached to them.
Therefore, to minimize these noise fluctuations the transistors have to
have very low resistances i.e., they are up-sized. However, this huge
size results in an area increase. In contrast to the clock gating technique
discussed earlier, power gating results in loss of the stored information.
Therefore it can only be applied to designs that allow such behavior,
otherwise, retention memory blocks are needed to stores the data that
is required after the wake-up. These additional memory blocks will
impact the benefits of the power reductions. The second option is that
all the registers are connected to a non-gated supply and therefore are
ready for use once the rest of the circuit wakes-up. This will also require
additional power routing and will dampen the power savings.

2.3. SUMMARY

This chapter gives an overview of power consumption related trends for a
CMOS design. Insight into types of power consumption are presented, to-
gether with a brief overview of techniques that are used to reduce them. The
techniques involved algorithmic to low level tweaking within a gate to re-
duce the power consumption. However, one technique that reduces all major
components of the power consumption is supply voltage scaling VDD. Other
architectural improvements yield major advantages once employed together
with VT scaling. In the next chapters focus on VT scaling and design space
analysis that goes hand-in-hand with this technique.
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Part I
Sub-VT Domain Fundamentals

This part consists of two chapters, first, an introduction to the fundamentals
of the weak inversion region or the sub-threshold (sub-VT) domain is given.
Second, a gate-level sub-VT energy characterization flow is briefly discussed.
This part includes material published in the following paper.

• S. Sherazi, J. Rodrigues, O. Akgun, H. Sjöland, P. Nilsson, "Ultra low en-
ergy design exploration of digital decimation filters in 65 nm dual-VT CMOS
in the sub-VT domain", Microprocessors and Microsystems: Embedded Hardware
Design (MICPRO), Elsevier, vol.37/4-5, 2013.
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3
Sub-VT / Weak Inversion

Fundamentals

This chapter deals with the fundamentals of the weak inversion region
or the sub-threshold (sub-VT) domain. Rigorous voltage supply scaling

is employed to achieve low energy dissipation. This reduces the ratio
between on-current (Ion) and off-current (Ioff) in the transistor. Hence, the
transistor operates in the sub-VT domain or weak inversion region [15–17].
The severely degraded on/off current ratio Ion/Ioff and increased sensitivity
to process variations are one of the main challenges for sub-VT circuit de-
sign [18] [19] in 65 nm CMOS technology and below.

3.1. WEAK INVERSION CONDITIONS

The transistor is considered to be in the weak inversion when the drain-to-
source voltage VDS is higher than zero volts, together with constraint on gate-
to-source voltage VGS described as [20],

VA ≤ VGS < VB, (3.1)

where, VA is the voltage at which the transition between depletion and weak
inversion occur, VB is the voltage at which the transition between weak inver-
sion and moderate inversion occurs. These voltages are given as,

VA = VFB + ΦF + γ
√

ΦF + VSB, (3.2)

VB = VFB + 2ΦF + γ
√

2ΦF + VSB, (3.3)

23
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24 Sub-VT / Weak Inversion Fundamentals

where, source-to-bulk voltage is represented by VSB, ΦF represents the Fermi
potential, and γ is the body factor. Here, VFB is gate voltage at which the va-
lence and conduction bands are not bent, it is referred to as flat-band voltage
and is written as,

VFB = ΦGC −
Qss

Cox
, (3.4)

here, ΦGC represents the work function difference between the gate and the
channel material. The fixed charge in the gate oxide is Qss and Cox represents
the gate capacitance per unit. The surface potential is equal to ΦF + VSB on the
onset of weak inversion and it is equal to 2ΦF + VSB on the onset of moderate
inversion. Furthermore, the body factor γ is described as

γ =

√
2qKSiNsub

C′ox
. (3.5)

Here, q represents the electron charge, KSi is the permitivity of silicon, the
substrate doping concentration is Nsub, and C′ox is the gate capacitance per
unit area.

3.2. SUB-VT CURRENTS

In the sub-VT domain the drain-source current IDS changes exponentially with
a change in the gate-source voltage VGS. This is due to the fact that the carriers
injected at the source end of the channel moves towards drain by diffusion.
The drain-to-source current IDS for a long-channel NMOS transistor operated
in weak inversion is represented as

IDS = ISe
VGS−VT

nUT

[
1− e

−VDS
UT

]
, (3.6)

where n is the slope factor and is described as

n = 1 +
C′d
C′ox

, (3.7)

where C′d represents the depletion capacitance per unit area and capacitance
ratio is written as

C′d
C′ox

=
γ

2
√

2ΦF + VSB
, (3.8)

therefore,
n = 1 +

γ

2
√

2ΦF + VSB
, (3.9)
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for practical use n is below 1.6. Furthermore, IS in (3.6) is called specific
current and is expressed as

IS = 2nµC′oxUT
2 W

L
, (3.10)

where µ represents the carrier mobility, UT is the thermal voltage also known
as the Boltzmann voltage (it is 26 mV at room temperature). Here, W and L
are the width and length of the transistor, respectively. VT in (3.6) represents
the threshold voltage, and depends on VSB as

VT = VT0 + (n− 1)VSB, (3.11)

Here, VT0 is the threshold voltage defined when the VSB is zero. In order to
avoid parasitic bipolar effects the source junction is reversed biased or only
slightly forward biased. This puts a constraint on VSB that has to be larger
than about -4UT. Therefore, VT can be increased with respect to VT0. When
VGS is set to zero the saturation current is written as

I0 = ISe
−VT
nUT ,

= ISe
−(VT0+[n−1]VSB)

nUT ,

= 2nµC′oxUT
2 W

L e
−(VT0+[n−1]VSB)

nUT .

(3.12)

The saturation current is controllable by VSB, and therefore, (3.6) is reduce to

IDS = I0e
VGS
nUT

[
1− e

−VDS
UT

]
. (3.13)

For a PMOS transistor, by changing the sign of both current and voltage the
same equation becomes valid. Furthermore, it is seen from (3.12) and (3.13),
that the drain-to-source current IDS decreases exponentially with the increase
in the threshold voltage VT. Furthermore, variations in the VT causes variation
in the performance of the device with respect to speed. This is due to the fact
that the speed is inversely related to VT. The current also increases for posi-
tive VGS and it decreases for negative VGS. However, if the potential is further
decreased, the current increases again as shown in [20]. This is due to leakage
from drain to bulk and leakage through the gate oxide. The temperature also
affects the current in this domain. This is due to the changes in carrier mobil-
ity µ, the thermal voltage UT, and the slope factor n. Temperature also effects
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the VT0. The carrier mobility dependence on the temperature is expressed as

µ(T) = µ(Tr)

(
T
Tr

)−v
, (3.14)

where room temperature is represented by Tr, the variable v is usually be-
tween 1.2 and 2. The UT changes linearly with the change in temperature. For
the slope factor n, equation based on Fermi potential φF is used to describe
the dependence on the temperature as shown below

φF = UTln
(

Nsub
ni

)
, (3.15)

where ni represents the intrinsic carrier concentration, and is exponentially
dependent on temperature [20]. Lastly, the threshold voltage VT0 decreases
linearly with increase in the temperature, and the temperature based thresh-
old equation is written as

VT0(T) = VT0(Tr)− c(T − Tr), (3.16)

where c is the threshold voltage temperature coefficient which is usually
0.5 mV [20].

From these equations it is deduced that for weak inversion the current
increases exponentially for higher temperatures as the slope factor increases
(it is less steep) and the threshold voltage decreases. Furthermore, various
leakage currents also effect the total current in the transistors as shown in
Figure 3.1. Here Ig is the leakage from the gate, Id is the current leakage
from the diodes and Ic is the leakage through the channel. Some of the more
interesting leakage current phenomena are discussed in the next sections.

3.2.1. DRAIN-INDUCED BARRIER LOWERING (DIBL)

In long channel transistors VT0 also depends on applied gate voltage, as all
the depletion charge underneath the gate is originated from the MOS field
effects. In this case the reverse-biased drain junction and the depletion region
of the source are ignored. These effects become severe once the length of the
transistors are scaled down [20]. This is due to the fact that the source and
drain fields already deplete a portion of the region below the gate. Reason
being that the drain is physically located too close to the source and is able
to interact with the depletion region around it. This causes VT0 to decrease
as strong inversion is achieved with lower voltages. Therefore, VT0 decreases
with the scaling of transistor length L.
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Figure 3.1.: Leakage currents in the transistor

Similarly, the same effect of lower VT0 is achieved by increasing the drain-
source voltage. This is possible due to the fact the increased drain-source
voltage causes width of the depletion region near drain-junction to increase.
The potential barrier around the source is lowered and it becomes easier for
the source to inject carriers into the channel for a given VGS. Consequently,
the threshold decrease with increased VDS [21], and the effect is called Drain-
induced barrier lowering (DIBL). Now, the threshold voltage is not constant,
instead it is a function of the operating voltages. Furthermore, the enhanced
carrier concentration in the channel leads to an increased off-state current. As
given in [7], the current equation (3.13) is modified to incorporate the DIBL
effect as

IDS = I0e
VGS+υVDS

nUT

[
1− e

−VDS
UT

]
, (3.17)

where υ is the DIBL factor.
An extreme form of DIBL may occur if the drain-source voltage VDS is

increase excessively. This creates a short circuit between source and drain,
that leads to malfunction in a transistor. This short circuit leads to a sharp
increase in the current of the transistor and the phenomenon is called "punch-
through" [20]. In this state the gate loses its control over the current that
flows through the channel. An upper bound on the VDS is defined by the
punch-through effect. The effects of DIBL are worrisome as they make the
transistors prone to changes in the operational voltages. As an example in
dynamic memories the sub-threshold current of the access transistor becomes
a function of the voltage on the bit line and hence dependent on the data
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that is to be stored or read. Therefore, DIBL becomes a data dependent noise
in the dynamic memories that causes faulty operation, which renders these
memories less useful.

3.2.2. REVERSE BIAS LEAKAGE

During normal operation of a MOS transistor, the Drain-Bulk and Source-Bulk
pn-junction are reverse biased. The small leakage current due to this reverse
bias is generated because of the two phenomenons called "reverse-saturation
current" and "generation current".

The reverse-saturation current is the fundamental reverse-bias leakage cur-
rent in pn-junction. On the other hand the generation current is produced by
the electron-hole pair created due to heat produced in the pn-junction within
the space charge region [20]. This current is represented as

Ireverse−bias = Aj(Js + Jgen), (3.18)

where Aj is the area of the pn-junction, the Js represents the reverse-saturation
current density and Jgen is the generation current density.

3.2.3. GATE-INDUCED DRAIN LEAKAGE (GIDL)

The high electric fields between gate and drain causes current to leak from the
drain to the substrate (bulk). This phenomenon is called gate-induced drain
leakage [22]. The GIDL current IGIDL is given as

IGIDL ∝ AE
5
2
oxe−

B
Eox , (3.19)

where A ∝ E−
7
4

g and B ∝ E
3
2
g . Eg is the band gap and it is very sensitive to

the electric field. Eox is the electric field that exists in the thin oxide. For
large Eox the drop in the deep-depletion layer becomes large enough to allow
tunneling in the drain via near-surface traps. In that case several trap-assisted
events become possible. The trap-assisted events are typically present for low
electric fields, which are a strong function of temperature. The minority car-
riers emitted to the incipient layer are then laterally removed to the substrate,
completing a path for the gate-induced drain current.

3.2.4. GATE LEAKAGE CURRENT

With the scaling of transistor length the gate oxide also becomes smaller and
thinner. The advantage of having an ultra-thin gate oxide is a reduction in
short channel effects, which enhances the speed performance of the transis-
tor. However, the disadvantage is direct gate-leakage current as shown in
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Figure 3.2.: Leakage currents in the transistor

Figure 3.2. Furthermore, as the electric field Eox increases, the tunneling cur-
rent through the gate oxide Igc will increase exponentially. This phenomena
is called Fowler-Nordheim tunneling [23]. This means that for circuits that re-
quire charge-conservation or charge-bootstrapping, including the sample and
hold circuits, a significant performance degradation is expected for gate oxide
thickness tox < 1.5 nm. This is also true even for low voltage operations [8].
The currents through source and the drain extensions (SDE) are also called
the gate overlap tunneling current represented by Igs and Igd, respectively,
which also become dominant for gate voltages between the channel flat-band
voltage and the SDE flat-band voltage.

3.3. PERFORMANCE IN SUB-VT

The performance in sub-VT is associated with the on-current Ion and from
(3.17), the current Ion when VGS=VDS=VDD is given by [2]

Ion = I0e
VDD−VT0+υVDD

nUT

[
1− e

−VDD
UT

]
. (3.20)

For simplification purposes the above equation is rewritten based on the as-
sumptions that the whole on-current Ion of fully saturated transistor, driven
by the supply voltage VDD flows through the capacitor C and given as

Ion ≈ I0e
VDD
nUT . (3.21)
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Here the assumption is that the supply voltage VDD is at least 4 times of
the thermal voltage UT. From this equation it is evident that with a scaled
supply voltage VDD, the current decreases exponentially. Thereby, the delay
will increase in a similar fashion. This is expressed as

Td = C
Ion

VDD
2 ,

Td = CVDD

Ione
VDD
nUT

. (3.22)

The critical path of a circuit normalized at nominal supply voltage (here, VDD
= 1.2V) is plotted versus the scaled sub-threshold supply voltage VDD in 65 nm
CMOS technology is shown in Figure 3.3. The y-axis is in log scale. This shows
that the delay of the said circuit decreases exponentially with respect to the
scaled supply voltage. This is significantly different from traditional circuits
that are operated in strong inversion region.
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3.3.1. EFFECT OF THE CAPACITANCE IN SUB-VT OPERATION

Aggressive supply voltage scaling down to the sub-VT regime also affects the
capacitance formed within the transistor. However, the effects are not se-
vere. In [24] a simplistic analytically model for intrinsic capacitance related to
the transistors channel between two terminals is described. The small-signal
transistor capacitance C is defined by the charge Q flowing into a terminal i,
caused by the changes in the voltage V of another node j, is given by

Cij =
∂Qi

∂Vj
. (3.23)

For CMOS logic, the input sees the self-capacitance from the gate, and the
self-capacitance is then written as

Cgg =
∂Qg

∂Vg
. (3.24)

In order to calculate the Cgg at the gate, the bias voltages are to be specified,
such as VGS is set equal to input voltage Vin, the VDS is set equal to the output
voltage Vout, and VSB is equal to zero, i.e., there is no body bias. The Vout
changes with a delay w.r.t. Vin. This due to the fact that the transient of Vout
is dependent on the gate propagation delay w.r.t. the switching of the input
capacitance. Therefore, for the Cgg evaluation, the Vout is assumed to be con-
stant and equal to the value before the input switching [24]. Consequently, for
an NMOS transistor, the input self-capacitance Cgg at a rising input transition
is evaluated with VDS = VDD and for a falling input transition it is evaluated
with VDS = 0. Furthermore, for simplicity purposes of the analysis the author
in [24] has used the relation of proportionality between Cgg and the channel
capacitance W · L · Cox. The W and L are the effective width and length of the
channel and Cox is the effective gate capacitance based on the effective gate
oxide thickness of the transistor. Therefore, the effective Cgg is written as

Cgg = WLCox f (Vin), (3.25)

where the function f(Vin) shows the dependence of the input self-capacitance
on the input voltage. For the sub-VT operation the f(Vin) function is approxi-
mated and is evaluated based on the observation that the charges at the gate,
and the bulk depletion, are set by the gate voltage. Furthermore, the bulk
depletion charge Qdep normalized to W · L · Cox is given as

Qdep

WLCox
=

K2
10X
2

−1 +

√√√√1 + 4

(
VGS −Vfb −VSB

K2
10X

) , (3.26)
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where K10X and the flat band voltage Vfb are both BSIM parameters that model
the effect of non-homogeneous channel doping on the threshold voltage and
the gate-bulk flatband voltage [24]. In order to get the function f(Vin) the
differentiation of (3.23) is performed and used in (3.26) for VGS = Vin and with
the body bias equal to zero, i.e., VSB = 0 and the limit of the function f(Vin) is
when Vin −→ 0. The result is given as

f (Vin) = limVin→0
∂QG/WLCox

∂VG
,

= 1√
1−4Vfb/K2

10X
. (3.27)

For a 65 nm technology, it was reported in [2] that the gate capacitance in
sub-VT is smaller than the above threshold and the reduction was found to
be around 20 %. In a 65 nm technology, this junction capacitance increases
around 30 %. This increase and decrease in the two capacitance lead to a
neutral effect for most of the practical operations [2] [24]. However, the effect
due to changes in the capacitance are observable in SRAMs as the gate and
junction capacitance are also effected by the bit line accumulative capacitance.

3.3.2. ION/IOFF IN SUB-VT OPERATION

When the transistor is operated in the sub-VT domain the ratio of the Ion/Ioff
current decreases and this adversely effects the performance of the device.
From (3.21), the off-state current is given as an approximation

Ioff ≈ I0, (3.28)

and therefore, the on-off ratio is given as another approximation

Ion/Ioff ≈ e
VDD
nUT . (3.29)

This shows that the ratio depends exponentially on the supply voltage VDD
and secondly on the slope factor n of the technology. For a 65 nm CMOS
technology, n is typically between 1.3 - 1.5 [2]. Typically the ratio degrades
by a factor of 10-15 times per 100 mV in the sub-VT domain, this is shown in
the Figure 3.4. The Ion/Ioff ratio degrades by a huge factor in sub-VT domain
compared to above threshold domain. The impact of this degradation in the
ratio means that the off-state current of the transistor has become significant
compared to that of the on-state current of the transistor. This indicates an
enormous impact of leakage current on overall power consumption or energy
dissipation.
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Figure 3.4.: Ion/Ioff versus Supply voltage VDD [2]

Secondly, in the case where multiple transistors of same dimensions, con-
nected to a single node, suffer from degradation of robustness. As discussed
in [2], consider a gate where there are m transistors connected in parallel with
a node X. Assume that m-1 transistors are off and only one transistor conducts
current through itself. In this case the correct operation requires the on-state
current Ion of the transistor to dominate the over all off-state currents Ioff of
all the m-1 transistors, so that the high and low level of over all current is
distinguishable. Furthermore, when the gate is to be operated in the sub-VT
domain, care has to be taken so that the number of m transistors connected to
a common node must be kept one or two orders of magnitude below Ion/Ioff
ratio. Therefore, when the gates are to be operated in the sub-VT domain, they
are to be redesigned so that the count for the transistors decreases exponen-
tially per gate. This imposes a constraints on practical circuits that have high
fan-in or memories.
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Table 3.1.: Parameters for 65 nm CMOS low power devices [4]

Device n VT0 λDS λSB

NMOS 1.39 0.598 9e−2 9.9e−2

PMOS 1.27 0.532 8e−2 1.1e−1

DEVICE STRENGTH

In the device the threshold voltage also depends on the drain-source voltage
through the drain induced barrier lowering (DIBL) effect and the bulk-source
voltage through the body effect, and is written as

VT = VT0 − λDSVDS − λSBVSB, (3.30)

where is λDS is the DIBL coefficient and λSB is the body effect coefficient. The
author in [4] has reported the values of these parameters for a 65 nm CMOS
high threshold low power option, which is given in Table 3.1. Furthermore,
from these parameters, the strength of the device within the sub-VT domain
is also formulated in [2] and is given as

β = IS
W
L

e−(VT0−λSBVSB)/nUT . (3.31)

This shows that the W/L ratio of the transistor can determine the strength of
the device. In a 65 nm CMOS technology there are various intrinsic threshold
options that may be used to get a specific strength of the transistor. Further-
more, application of a body bias through bulk voltage dynamically may also
play a role in the strength of the transistor.

3.3.3. REVERSE BODY BIAS (RBB)

Different techniques are used to reduce the leakage current in the idle mode
and one of them is the reverse body bias. The idea implied in this technique
is to increase the threshold voltage of the gates and thereby reduce the leak-
age currents or Ioff. Figure 3.5, shows the Ioff or leakage current estimated
for the NMOS devices when the bias voltage is swept from 0 to 1V. It is ob-
served that with the help of the RBB sweep an optimum reverse body bias
voltage is found for various supply voltages within super-threshold or above-
VT domain. However, as soon as the supply voltage VDD is scaled down to the
sub-VT regime, it becomes less trivial to find an optimum bias voltage Vbias. In
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the last case of a VDD of 0.1 V no benefit is achieved by the application of RBB.
The dot on the plots indicates the lowest leakage current with respect to the
Vbias. For VDD of 1.2 V the lowest leakage is observed at around Vbias = 0.4 V
and for supply voltage 0.1 V a lowest leakage point by increased Vbias could
not be observed. Similar leakage behavior is observed for a PMOS device.

The scenario when the supply voltage is scaled down to zero volts and only
Vbias is swept, the leakage current at the internal p-n junction diodes is then
isolated. In this case various properties of the device such as the threshold
voltage VT, substrate current Ibulk, the channel current Id, and the power, are
controlled with the biasing of the bulk voltage. The effect of RBB on these
properties is shown in the Figure 3.6. It is observed that the VT increases
and both drain and bulk currents go down, then the diode currents take over.
Thereby, the overall current goes up exponentially when the reverse body bias
voltage is increased further than -0.5 V for an NMOS. Therefore, the power
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Figure 3.6.: VT, Power, Ibulk and ID of NMOS at VDD = 0V

also increases due to this increase in currents. Furthermore, the threshold
increases with increase of Vbias.

From these experiments on NMOS transistor, it becomes apparent that the
RBB technique reduces leakage around 20 %∼ 30 % when the supply voltage
is above threshold. However, when the device is operated in sub-VT domain
RBB does not provide any considerable benefit. Furthermore, the adoption of
a RBB voltage to increase the threshold voltage leads to a decrease in robust-
ness and strength of the device [2].

3.3.4. NMOS/PMOS BALANCE IN SUB-VT REGIME

When the supply voltage is scaled to the sub-VT regime the strength of NMOS
and PMOS degrades, correspondingly. Furthermore, this causes an imbal-
ance between the two with respect to noise margin and the rise/fall transition
time [2]. Secondly, The output voltage levels also degrade due to the imbal-
ance of strength between the NMOS and PMOS and this leads to an increase
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in the leakage power consumption of the subsequent logic gate. At ultra-low
voltages, the NMOS/PMOS imbalance is typically much higher, thereby de-
grading the noise margin [25]. The imbalance factor is describe in [2] and is
given by

IF = max
(

βp

βn

βn

βp

)
≥ 1. (3.32)

From (3.32), the imbalance factor is seen as the ratio of the strength between
the stronger and the weaker transistor. Furthermore, from the equation it is
evident that the strength ratio is irrespective of whether the stronger one is
the PMOS or the NMOS. The strength β is dependent on the technology and
it may be either greater or less than 1 when compared to super-VT regime.
The intrinsic threshold voltage of PMOS/NMOS are dependent on the doping
process, therefore the intrinsic threshold may vary significantly for the devices
when compared to each other [25]. From (3.31), it is known that the strength
is sensitive to the intrinsic threshold of the device. Thereby, a slight difference
in the intrinsic threshold voltage between PMOS and NMOS may lead to a
large difference in the strength of the two devices.

In [2] the author describes that the NMOS and PMOS transistors, when
operated in the sub-VT region, suffer from a high imbalance, that means that
the IF factor is much greater than 1. In order to match the strengths of the
two devices, a considerable increase (more precisely, by a factor IF) in the
strength of the weaker transistor, is required. As an example in [2] the specific
case of the 65 nm CMOS technology is discussed, the imbalance factor IF is
stated to be around 7 i.e., IF≈ 7, when the devices are operated in the sub-VT
domain. It is stated that the NMOS strength is larger than PMOS by the same
factor. Furthermore, it is stated that this sub-VT domain imbalance factor
is much greater than that IF of above threshold, which is found to be only
1.8. Therefore, in order to get the perfect balance among the two devices the
PMOS has to be strengthen by IF≈ 7.

The increase in the strength of PMOS may be achieved by the following
steps as described in [2]. First, an increase in strength is obtained by applica-
tion of Forward body bias (FBB) on PMOS and strategically no body bias is
applied on NMOS. This is achieved when the bulk terminal of both devices
are connected to the ground. With this step the IF decreases to half (IF≈ 3.5)
of the initial value of IF≈ 7. Here, the RBB as discussed in Sec. 3.3.3, is not
applied to NMOS because of the fact that it would require the generation of
voltages that are below ground. That would also require additional boosting
circuits like charge pumps that leads to higher design effort, which are typi-
cally impractical in ultra low power chips with tight constraints on the energy
cost. Second, the IF may further be reduced by the use of re-sizing the PMOS
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Figure 3.7.: 1000 point Monte-Carlo delay simulation of an In-
verter @250 mV.

and thereby increase the strength of the device. However, this increase in size
lead to larger capacitance and higher energy dissipation.

3.3.5. PROCESS VARIATIONS

The exponential dependency of the sub-VT currents on process parameters
like threshold voltage (VT), doping, and slope factor, makes the transistor
performance and functionality extremely vulnerable to process variations [27].
Thus, the transistor’s performance in terms of delay and reliability is consid-
erably degraded compared to super-VT operation [28–30]. This reduces the
maximum attainable throughput and adds extra energy overhead to the de-
sign. To illustrate performance degradation due to process variation, 1000
(point) Monte-Carlo based simulations are performed on an inverter circuit.
The delay variation is analyzed on a minimum sized inverter. The cell se-
lected in this case has minimum dimensions for its transistors. Figure 3.7
show the delay variation normalized to the mean delay (µ), due to process
variations and mismatches @ 250 mV supply voltage. The delay variation at
this low voltage is high and can deviate by a factor of ∼ 4 in the worst case.
This is considerable large when compared to variation in nominal voltage,
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that is within 20 %. This shows that the energy dissipation will also very
correspondingly.

Full-custom cells (FCL) are often used for the realization of sub-VT opti-
mized circuits [31] [32]. The FCL may have up-sized transistors or additional
transistors to combat of process variations in the sub-VT regime. Up-sizing
transistors improves the timing in the sense that it may equalized rise/fall
time, and increases noise margins at the cost of higher area and energy [31]. In
modern sub-micron CMOS technologies different threshold options are avail-
able, which gives designers the opportunity to address the leakage energy
by employing gates consisting of high threshold transistors, whereas if high
speed performance is required, gates with low threshold transistors are used
[33]. However, this method is mainly employed on gate level. The advan-
tages of using different threshold options on lower level, i.e., inside gates are
explored in [34]. Where the authors show that the transistor strength bal-
ancing is one of the techniques that effect positively on design’s performance
and reliability. The driving balance of a circuit depends on different process
parameters, i.e., the primary process parameter VT and secondary parame-
ters drain induced barrier lowering (DIBL) and slope factor. The traditional
method to equalize the imbalance is transistor sizing. This is done by a rela-
tively low-size ratios of PMOS and NMOS in the super-VT regime. However,
the transistor size-ratios become very large in the sub-VT domain, see Fig. 3.8.
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The peak current ratio between PMOS and NMOS is found in the sub-VT
regime. Furthermore, it is observed that by upsizing the PMOS transistor by
10×, a strength balancing is still not achieved.

The balanced strength improves the gate’s stability and robustness, as the
switching threshold voltage (Vm) moves to its ideal value (VDD /2) and thereby
increases the noise-margins (NM). Unbalanced switching threshold and low
NMs are among the main sources of functionality and stability failures in
sub-VT regime. Therefore, designing the gates with maximum possible NM
(NMLow = NMHigh) is of vital importance.

To speed-up the performance bottlenecks in gates and balance the driving
strength of pull-up and pull-down networks (PUN and PDN). The authors
in [34] employ a technique referred to as dual-VT gates (DVTG). Where se-
lected transistors are replaced by their lower-VT equivalent. The readers are
encouraged to read more on DVTG in [34].

3.4. SUMMARY

This chapter summarizes the fundamental of sub-VT regime operation. The
current equations encompassing various effects of leakage for example GIDL
or DIBL are presented. Discussion on fundamental concepts such as the ratio
between on-current Ion and off-current Ioff in the transistor is given. When
the supply voltage is scaled down to ultra-low voltages, the delay of the gate
also degrades. This degradation of delay is shown to be exponential once the
supply voltage is scaled below the threshold voltage of the adopted technol-
ogy.

The issue of strength imbalance of PMOS/NMOS becomes an important
parameter when the design is considered for the sub-VT operation, as it di-
rectly influences the robustness and leakage power consumption of the circuit.
In order to improve the IF and reduce process variations, techniques such as
FBB, sizing, or DVTG may be employed as effective nobs to play with. How-
ever, the device is operated in the sub-VT domain RBB does not provide any
considerable benefit, if applied as a standalone technique for leakage reduc-
tion. Furthermore, the adoption of a RBB to increase the threshold voltage
leads to the decrease of robustness and strength of the device.
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Energy dissipation of a circuit is of high importance in sensor node and
medical implantable devices. As the operations in these devices depend

on the energy that can be provided by the battery encased with them.
The energy cost is one of the most important factors in determination of best
suited design for an electronic device that is used in medical implants. As
designs may have a different amount of power consumption but still, it can
lead to same amount of energy dissipation.

When only the power consumption of a circuit is considered, it is known
that higher computational performance require higher power consumption.
Higher power consumption can be traded of by the time to gain a reduction
in it. Consider an example of design that performs a certain task in a time
period T, which is operated at nominal supply voltage VDD. The design can
be operated at a frequency f with the operation ending at time T. This gives
a certain power consumption P during that period. Now, the same design is
operated at twice the frequency 2f and the task ends in half the time T/2, in
this case, the power consumed will be twice as high compared to the previ-
ous scenario. However, when energy is considered, both cases will have the
same amount of energy dissipation as shown in Figure 4.1. The energies E1
and E2 represent the energy dissipated in the two cases, when the operating
frequency is 2f and f, respectively. The y-axis depict the consumed power and
the x-axis show the time spent to complete an operation.

In this case it may be observed that as the circuit is able to be operated at
a high clock frequency 2f, at the nominal supply voltage. Therefore, the VDD
may then be lowered to the point where the circuit when operated at clock
frequency f gives zero slack. Therefore, to really achieve a gain in the energy

41
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dissipation, the VDD is lowered in the case of a low input clock frequency. This
will give a significant saving for the energy dissipation. Therefore, it is vital
to look at the energy cost rather than the power costs in-order to optimize the
designs for energy efficiency. From earlier discussions in Chapter 2 and 3, sub-
VT operations give the lowest energy dissipation. The next section discusses
sub-VT energy modeling for designs.

4.1. SUB-VT MODELING

In order to exhaustively analyze the energy dissipation and the critical path
delay of a given design with a certain architecture, a gate-level sub-VT char-
acterization flow is applied [35]. The benefit of such a flow is that it charac-
terizes the circuit with respect to the sub-VT regime. This characterization is
necessary as the energy minimum operating point (Emin) lies somewhere in
the sub-VT domain, as shown in the Figure 4.2. This shows that the dynamic
energy (Edyn) scales down quadratically with the scaling of the supply volt-
age VDD. On the other hand leakage energy increase exponentially at lower
voltages. This is due to the fact that the gates become very slow and leak-
age dominates throughout the circuit. Therefore, there is a sweet spot where
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Figure 4.2.: Energy dissipation in circuit

the contribution of dynamic and leakage energy results in a local minimum
total energy dissipation (ET). This local minimum is described as the energy
minimum voltage (EMV) point.

The sub-VT characterization model is proposed by Akgun, et al. in [35],
and is described in Section 4.1.1, which is expanded on for multi-threshold
gates in Section 4.1.2.

4.1.1. SUB-VT CHARACTERIZATION MODEL

The total energy dissipation ET of static CMOS circuits operated in the sub-VT
regime is modeled as

ET = αCtotVDD
2︸ ︷︷ ︸

Edyn

+ IleakVDDTclk︸ ︷︷ ︸
Eleak

+ IpeaktscVDD︸ ︷︷ ︸
Esc

, (4.1)

where Edyn, Eleak, and Esc are the average energy dissipation due to switching
activity, the energy dissipation resulting from integrating the leakage power
over one clock cycle Tclk, and the energy dissipation due to short circuit cur-
rents, respectively. The energy dissipation Esc has been shown to be negligible
in the sub-VT regime [19]. The switching current causing the energy dissipa-
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tion Edyn results from sub-threshold currents [36], i.e., from the drain currents
of MOS transistors whose gate-to-source voltage VGS is equal to or lower than
the threshold voltage VT (VGS ≤ VT). Whenever the sub-threshold current is
not used to switch a circuit node, it contributes to Eleak together with all other
types of leakage currents.

For a given clock period Tclk, (4.1) may be rewritten as

ET = µeCinvkcapVDD
2 + kleak I0VDDTclk, (4.2)

where I0 and Cinv are the average leakage current and the input capacitance
of a single inverter, respectively. Furthermore, kleak and kcap are the average
leakage and the capacitance of the circuit, respectively, both normalized to a
single inverter. Moreover, µe is the circuit’s average switching activity.

In the sub-VT domain, it is beneficial to operate at the maximum achiev-
able frequency to reach minimum energy dissipation per operation. In the
following, (4.2) is therefore rewritten for the case where the clock period Tclk
is equal to the critical path delay (Tclk denotes the critical path delay in the
remainder of this section). The critical path delay itself may be written as

Tclk = kcritTsw_inv, (4.3)

where kcrit is the critical path delay of the circuit normalized to the inverter
delay Tsw_inv. In [19], the delay Tsw_inv of an inverter operating in the sub-VT
regime is given by

Tsw_inv =
CinvVDD

I0eVDD/(nUt)
, (4.4)

where n and Ut denote the slope factor and the thermal voltage, respectively.
By introducing (4.4) into (4.3), the the critical path delay is now given by

Tclk = kcrit
CinvVDD

I0eVDD/(nUt)
, (4.5)

where, the reciprocal of (4.5) defines the maximum frequency at which the
circuit may be operated for a given supply voltage VDD.

Finally, the total energy dissipation ET assuming operation at the maximum
frequency is found by introducing (4.5) into (4.2), which yields

ET = CinvVDD
2
[

µekcap + kcritkleake−VDD/(nUt)

]
. (4.6)

The key parameters, which this sub-VT characterization model relies on, are
extracted from a fully placed, routed, and back-annotated netlists, with gate-
level power simulations. For the architectural analysis the following chapters,
(4.6) has been used. For more details, the reader is referred to [35].
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4.1.2. MODELLING OF MULTI-VT IMPLEMENTATIONS

The original energy model [35] was further developed to be able to handle
multi-VT implementations. In the original energy model, the kfactors are calcu-
lated based on an inverter with a given threshold. However, in the multi-VT
case these kfactors needs are calculated on the bases of the inverters of both
threshold options. This method has been presented in [37].

The scaling factor for the capacitance is separated into two factors namely
kcap,1 and kcap,2. The total capacitance for each threshold option within the
circuit is also separated, which is given by CTotal,1 and CTotal,2. Where, kcap,1
and kcap,2 are capacitance scaling factors for the two threshold options. The
coefficient CTotal,n and kcaps,n are given by

kcap,1 =
CTotal,1

Cinv,1
, (4.7)

and
kcap,2 =

CTotal,2

Cinv,2
. (4.8)

The coefficient k′cap defines the total capacitance scaling factor of the circuit
and is given by

k′cap = kcap,1 + kcap,2. (4.9)

The effective inverter capacitance is given by

C′inv = Cinv,1 × Cr,1 + Cinv,2 × Cr,2, (4.10)

where C′inv is the effective inverter capacitance for the design implemented in
multi-VT. However, here the base capacitance C′inv is calculated with respect to
ratios of the capacitance of two inverter cells with different threshold options.
The Cinv,1 and Cinv,2, represent the capacitance of a single inverter for the two
threshold options, respectively. The factors Cr,1 and Cr,2 are their respective
ratios in the circuit, and the ratios are specified as

Cr,1 =
CTotal,1

CTotal
, (4.11)

and
Cr,2 =

CTotal,2

CTotal
, (4.12)

where CTotal,1 and CTotal,2 are the respective capacitances of the two threshold
options and CTotal is the total capacitance of the circuit. Similarly, the leakage
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factor for the circuit is calculated for the threshold options separately and then
combined to give the total leakage scaling factor, as

kleak,1 =
LTotal,1

Linv,1
, (4.13)

and
kleak,2 =

LTotal,2

Linv,2
. (4.14)

In (4.13) and (4.14), factors kleak,1 and kleak,2 are leakage scaling factors for the
two threshold options, where LTotal,1 and LTotal,2 are the total leakage in the
circuit for the respective options. The factors Linv,1 and Linv,2 are the average
leakage current of the inverters. The coefficient k′leak defines the total scaling
factor of the circuit’s leakage current and is specified as

k′leak = kleak,1 + kleak,2. (4.15)

The effective inverter leakage current is specified as

L′inv = Linv,1 × Lr,1 + Linv,2 × Lr,2, (4.16)

where L′inv is the effective inverter leakage current. However, here the base
current leakage L′inv is calculated with respect to the ratios of the leakage
current of two inverter cells with different threshold options. The factors Lr,1
and Lr,2 are their respective ratios within the circuit. These leakage current
ratios are specified as

Lr,1 =
LTotal,1

LTotal
, (4.17)

and
Lr,2 =

LTotal,2

LTotal
, (4.18)

where LTotal,1 and LTotal,2 are the respective leakage currents and LTotal speci-
fies the total leakage.

The critical path in multi-VT implementations contain cells with two thresh-
old options. Therefore, the timing factors are also calculated separately. Namely,
kcrit,1 and kcrit,2 are the scaling factor for the critical path delay. The factors
Tcrit,1 and Tcrit,2 represents the delay on the critical path by the corresponding
cells, respectively. Therefore, the scaling factors are specified as

kcrit,1 =
Tcrit,1

Tinv,1
, (4.19)
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and
kcrit,2 =

Tcrit,2

Tinv,2
, (4.20)

where Tinv,1 and Tinv,2 represent the average inverter delay for the threshold
options. The coefficient k′crit defines the total scaling factor for critical path
delay of the circuit, which is specified as

k′crit = kcrit,1 + kcrit,2. (4.21)

The currents due to the cells in the critical path will set the maximal speed
limit of the circuit. Therefore, the ratios of this leakage current in the critical
paths is specified as

TLr,1 =
TLtotal,1

TLtotal
, (4.22)

and
TLr,2 =

TLtotal,2

TLtotal
, (4.23)

where TLtotal,1 and TLtotal,2 represents the sum of the leakage currents that
corresponds to the different threshold levels in the critical path. The factor
TLtotal represents the total leakage of the cells within the critical path. These
ratios are used to calculate the effective off state current I0, given as

I′0 = I0,1 × TL0,1 + I0,2 × TL0,2, (4.24)

where, the coefficients I0,1 and I0,2 are the average leakage currents of a single
inverter when the gate to source voltage is equal to zero for the two selected
threshold options, respectively [19]. Finally, (4.2) and (4.6) are re-written as

ET = µeC′invk′capVDD
2 + k′leak I′0VDDTclk, (4.25)

and

ET = C′invVDD
2
[

µek′cap + k′critk
′
leake−VDD/(nUt)

]
. (4.26)

These two equations are used for the characterization of the circuits.

4.2. ENERGY MODEL FLOW

In this section, the flow developed for the energy model is described. Fig-
ure. 4.3, shows the flow chart of the sub-VT energy model. The first step is to
create a hardware description of the design that is to be tested or analyzed.
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Figure 4.3.: Sub-VT energy model flow

The circuit description may be performed with any hardware description lan-
guage. The next step is the synthesis of such a description based on the stan-
dard cell libraries, usually provided by a vendor. In this case the synthesis is
performed with the help of the Design Compiler. The synthesized netlist is
then placed and routed with the help of Digital Implementation System tools.
The placed and routed (PnR) netlist is then generated and again read into
Design Compiler to generate reports of timing, net capacitance, and the list of
cells used in the design. The netlist is also used to generate the back-annotated
toggle information with the help of a simulator. In this case, High Level Sim-
ulators is used to generate toggle information that is stored in a "value change
dump" (VCD) file. The simulator requires the netlist, the delay information
stored in a "standard delay format" (SDF) file, which is generated by the PnR
and Design compiler, and the standard cell library information. The back-
annotated toggle information is supplied to a power estimation tool, together
with the netlist, to generate the power profile of the design. The power is cal-
culated based on the nominal voltage of the used technology. These reports
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are then used to extract the prime parameters required in the sub-VT energy
mathematical model. In-house developed scripts are used to extract these pa-
rameter. The scripts have inputs from the reports generated by the Synthesis
and PnR tools together with the leakage current information of the cells from
the standard-cell library.

In addition to the prime parameter generated from the high level placed
and routed netlist, transistor level simulation are performed to get I0. The
Figure 4.4(a), shows a simulation setup for both the PMOS and NMOS tran-
sistor. The average leakage current for the transistors are represented as I0p
and I0n, respectively. Here, VDC is the drain voltage that is swept from 0 to
near VT. The gate voltages are set to the supply voltage VDD and ground Gnd
for the PMOS and NMOS, respectively. Furthermore, there is no body bias
for either of the transistors. Therefore, the transistors are off and the leakage
current is only based on the drain voltage sweep. The overall average leakage
for an inverter is given as

I0 =
|I0p|+ I0n

2
. (4.27)

The current I0, is an important parameter that is used to analyze frequency
constrained architectures. In Figure 4.4(b), the current I0 of an inverter gen-
erated with Spectre simulation is plotted versus the VDD. The inverter in this
simulation is modeled after the minimum sized standard-cell model, provided
by the vendor. Furthermore, the inverter is simulated for both the low power
(LP) and general purpose (GP) technology option. In each library the designer
has the option to choose from three different thresholds of transistors, called
high (HVT), standard (SVT), and low (LVT). As seen in the Figure 4.4(b), the
leakage current reduces with the reduction of VDD. The LP-HVT inverter
setup has the lowest leakage profile and the GP-LVT has the highest current
leakage profile. In the case of VDD = 300 mV, the average leakage current
drained for the inverter in LP-HVT setup is ∼1 pA. The GP-LVT based in-
verter consumes ∼10 nA, which is ∼104 times higher compared to the former
inverter. From (4.5), a higher I0 will result in faster circuits in the sub-VT
domain. However, the overall energy dissipation profile will also increase.
The inverters based on the LP library have lower leakage compared to the GP
library based inverters.

The range of leakage current profile available in the 65 nm CMOS technol-
ogy increases the design space for which the circuits have to be analyzed. The
leakage difference within the LP library is also very high. In the case of VDD
= 300 mV, the average leakage current drained for an inverter, in the LP-HVT
setup is ∼1 pA. The LP-LVT based inverter drains ∼50 pA, which is 50 times
higher compared to the former inverter. Similarly, in the GP library, the case
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where VDD = 300 mV, the average leakage current drained for inverter in GP-
HVT setup is ∼300 pA. The GP-LVT based inverter drains ∼10 nA. In the case
of the GP-LVT inverter drains leakage current ∼33 times higher compared to
the GP-HVT inverter. Therefore, there is a large leakage current difference
within the library options. This results in a larger design space with respect
to speed and energy dissipation.

4.3. RELIABILITY ANALYSIS

Beside the desire to operate at the energy-minimum, one of the limiting fac-
tors with respect to voltage scaling in the sub-VT domain is the reliability of
the circuit. Reliability issues arise mainly from within-die process variations
and are aggravated in deep sub-micron technologies. Consequently, ensuring
robust operation in the sub-VT regime has been one of the most important
concerns in the design of full-custom sub-VT circuits.

In [38], the accuracy of the sub-VT characterization model is verified by
comparison with HSPICE transient simulations. It is found that the sub-VT
model predicts the energy dissipation with less than 3.8 % error for all consid-
ered ISCAS85 benchmark circuits. Furthermore, the accuracy of the model is
validated by various measurements that are presented in [39], [35], [40]. It is
shown that the measured energy is in the near vicinity of the simulated energy
dissipation. The mean of the absolute modeling error is calculated to 5.2 %,
with a standard deviation of 6.6 %. Moreover, it is also shown that the pre-
dicted maximum frequency at a given VDD matches well with the measured
maximum frequency of the implemented ASIC.

4.4. SUMMARY

This chapter introduces the energy model used for characterization of designs
operated in sub-VT domain operation. The presented model encompasses sin-
gle VT implementations and multi-VT implementations. The energy modeling
is based on the 65 nm CMOS standard cells provided by the technology ven-
dor. The flow of the model is also described. It includes all the steps from high
level circuit modeling, synthesis, and simulations. The energy model flow is
achieved by the utilization of standard tools and in-house specialized scripts.
It is described that extensive Spectre or HSPICE simulations of the designed
circuit are not needed to get the initial estimations of the energy dissipation
of a design operated in the sub-VT domain. Although, basic leakage currents
and sub-VT current slope simulations for an inverter are needed, which are
used in the energy model.
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The leakage currents in the off-state of an inverter is presented for the six
threshold options for standard cells available in the 65 nm CMOS technology.
The variation in the leakage currents of these threshold options show that the
speed and energy dissipation can vary by a margin, within the design space.
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Part II
Architectural Analysis for

Sub-VT Operation

This part consists of a chapter that provide an analysis on the effect of switch-
ing activity within a circuit that is operated in the sub-VT region. Further-
more, it includes chapters that discuss the effectiveness of techniques such
pipelining and unfolding, when applied to circuits that are to be operated in
the sub-VT domain. This part includes material published in the following
papers.

• O. Andersson, S. Sherazi, J. Rodrigues, "Impact of switching activity on the
energy minimum voltage for 65 nm Sub-VVT CMOS", NORCHIP, 2011-11-14.

• S. Sherazi, P. Nilsson, O. Akgun, H. Sjöland, J. Rodrigues, "Ultra low en-
ergy vs throughput design exploration of 65 nm sub-VT CMOS digital filters",
NORCHIP, 2010-11-15.

The material in this chapter originates from the article and is mutually used by the authors
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5
Switching Activity Analysis on
Energy Dissipation in Sub-VT

S witching activity within a circuit plays an important role in defining the
energy dissipation profile. As reliable statistics of switching activity is

important for system integration. This chapter deals with the effects of the
average switching activity in a design, in particular how the energy minimum
voltage (EMV) moves. Extensive analyses of the energy optimization in the
sub-VT region is discussed in [17] [41] [42]. However, switching activity has,
received little attention as a factor for energy dissipation and optimization of
a design. The work in this chapter has been published in [43].

The remaining of the chapter is structured as follow. In Sec. 5.1 four ar-
chitectures of growing complexity are used to study the effects of switching
activity regarding the energy dissipation. In Sec. 5.2, the energy dissipation
results based on the energy model is explained in chapter 4, attained from the
four designs, are shown and compared, finally, concluded in Sec. 5.3.

5.1. TEST DESIGNS

In this section, the architectures used for this experiment are briefly discussed.
Four architectures with increasing complexity and gate count are considered
for this work. First, a multiplier shown in Figure 5.1(a), and second, an
add-multiplier (ADD-MULT) architectures shown in Figure 5.1(b). Third, a
larger add-multiplier (AMB) design is shown in Figure 5.1(c), and the fourth
architecture is a multiplier-accumulator (MUL-ACC) design shown in Fig-
ure 5.1(d).

For all evaluated architectures the wordlength is set to 16 bits. Additionally,
the multipliers in the architectures are chosen to be implemented as parallel

55
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Figure 5.1.: Evaluated architectures.

Booth multipliers [44] [45]. One of the motivation with this selection of mul-
tiplier is the utilization of different standard cells (specifically 24 cells) in the
synthesis of MULT, in order to get a wider range of analysis on the standard
cells in the library.

Secondly, Booth’s algorithm is vastly used to implement a parallel mul-
tiplier in the digital ASICs. One of the benefits of Booth’s algorithm based
multipliers is that they handle two’s complement data with a high level of
precision. In the case of two’s complement data inputs, the architecture gives
the correct product if the sign bit is included in the calculation. The Booth
architecture uses partial products as the basic blocks and they are convention-
ally added, one at a time, in an array of adders. Then the result is attained in
a final carry propagate add stage [44] [45].
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Table 5.1.: Input Stimuli.

Test Input a Input b ρ

1 Random (uniform) Random (uniform) 0.001

2 Rect. pulse Rect. pulse (identical) 1

3 sin xt sin(xt + π
4 ) 0.707

In the ADD-MULT design the Booth multiplier architecture and two ripple
carry adders are synthesized. In this architectures, 19 different standard cells
are used in the synthesis. A ripple carry adder (RCA) is one of the most
straightforward implementation of an adder [44].

In the AMB architecture, the Booth multipliers and ripple-carry adders are
synthesized. In this architectures, 21 different standard cells are used in the
synthesis.

Finally, a multiplier-accumulator (MUL-ACC) is implemented. The pur-
pose of this design is to observe the switching activity in a design with a
feed-back loop. In this architecture 24 different standard cells are used in the
synthesis.

The chosen architectures are seen as a representable collection for various
mathematical operations implemented in digital ASICs. These operations are
very often realized in digital signal processing (DSP) implementations that
have pure combinatorial adders, multipliers, and sequential feed-back loops
in their data paths.

5.2. SIMULATION RESULTS

A thorough investigation on the effect of switching activity (µe) is carried out
by application of various input stimuli to the selected architectures. Moreover,
further analysis was carried out by the use of a forced µe, to cover µe that was
not achieved with the set of used input stimuli. Multiple types of input stimuli
(random data, rectangular pulses and sinusoids) with different parameters are
investigated. A selection of stimuli with different correlation coefficients (ρ)
are presented in Table 5.1. These test cases are chosen as they cover typical
input data, processed by these architectures in a larger design.

The designs are synthesized and simulated with back-annotated gate-level
netlists and toggle information. The designs are recorded in Value Change
Dump (VCD) files. The power simulations are carried out based on the toggle
information [46]. The acquired data is used as input for the sub-VT model,
from which the EMV, switching activity, µe and other parameters are calcu-
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Table 5.2.: Parameters for architectures.

Design kcap kcrit kleak Area [NAND2 eq.]

MULT 4523 263 2757 1798

ADD-MULT 5719 250 4646 2106

AMB 11916 287 9677 4380

MULT-ACC 5828 235 5221 2283

lated. The parameters, kcap, kleak, kcrit, and area are populated in Table 5.2.
Where area is normalized to a two-input NAND gate. As seen in the table kcap
increases proportionally with the area of the designs. Similarly, kleak increases
proportionally with an increase in the area. The kcrit remains in a close range
due to the chosen architectures for the implemented adders and multipliers.
Furthermore, this also shows that the multiplier dominates the critical path,
which is the limiting factor for speed.

5.2.1. SWITCHING ACTIVITY

The three test cases that generate the most, least and moderate amount of
switching are Test 1, Test 2 and Test 3, respectively. The test case Test 1, Test
2, and Test 3 correspond to input stimuli of random input, square wave and
a sinusoidal wave, respectively. The energy curves for Test 1 and Test 2 w.r.t.
supply voltage (VDD) for the investigated designs are plotted in Figure 5.2(a).
It is observed as expected that the largest architecture, AMB, dissipates most
energy and the multiplier the least for Test 1. A similar trend appears for
Test 2 except for higher voltages, whereas MULT-ACC dissipates more energy
than AMB. Although the switching activity for both the designs is very low,
however, MULT-ACC has an order of magnitude higher µe compared to AMB.

The switching activity (µe) and EMV are populated in Table 5.3 for all three
test cases. As expected µe is highest for random data. Sinusoids have lower µe
and an increase of EMV. The µe generated by the rectangular pulse is generally
below 0.03 and no EMV is found within the [0.25 0.4] V interval. Moreover,
there is a slight increase of µe for the ADD-MULT architectures compared to
MULT-ACC for Test 1 and Test 2, as more nodes in this implementation switch.

Additionally, for AMB, µe and the EMV are very similar to the ADD-MULT
design. Rectangular pulses generate very low µe even for this design, and the
existance of EMV in the sub-VT region was not observed. Many designs may
experience low µe due to the nature of the design, as an example the memories
based on standard cells (SCM) is described in [47]. Here, a low µe leads to
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Table 5.3.: Characteristics of architectures w.r.t test cases.

Design Test 1 Test 2 Test 3

MULT
µe 0.424 0.003 0.317

EMV [V] 0.264 > 0.4 0.280

ADD-MULT
µe 0.506 0.002 0.423

EMV [V] 0.272 > 0.4 0.280

AMB
µe 0.517 0.002 0.434

EMV [V] 0.262 > 0.4 0.280

MULT-ACC
µe 0.435 0.024 0.360

EMV [V] 0.280 > 0.4 0.288

similar energy profile without an EMV within the [0.25 0.4] V interval.
In digital designs, feedback paths may exist and the effect on switching

activity may vary due to the feedback. For a general analysis the multiply
accumulate (MULT-ACC) design is used. A typical behaviour is observed for
random data and sinusoids, where µe is similar to the former three architec-
tures. However, for the case of rectangular pulses µe is higher by one order
of magnitude. This is due to a register, which increases the switching in the
design as there exists a clock path that switches periodically, and thereby,
increases the overall µe.

5.2.2. ENERGY MINIMUM VOLTAGE

For an energy constrained design it is vital to identify the optimal conditions
for operation where the energy dissipation is at its minimum, with the best
possible throughput and with respect to the supply voltage VDD. Thereby,
a supply voltage that gives minimum energy with maximum throughput is
defined as the energy minimum voltage (EMV).

With scaled supply voltages the total energy dissipation, as seen in (4.1),
of a design is dominated by Eleak compared to Edyn. However, as the voltage
increases, Edyn increases exponentially and becomes dominant. As seen in
(4.2), µe is directly proportional to Edyn. Therefore, µe and EMV are in close
relation. A decrease of µe leads to a shift of EMV towards higher voltages,
likewise an increase of µe shifts EMV towards lower voltages. This behaviour
is visible for Test 1 (a random input stimuli) and Test 2 (a Rect. pulse input
stimuli), with high and low µe, respectively.

In order to completely understand the relationship between µe and EMV,
additional µe values where forced. Figure 5.2(b) shows energy dissipation of
AMB (Add-Mult-Big test design) for various µe, where dots (•) indicate the
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Table 5.4.: Characteristics of AMB for forced values of µe.

Forced cases µe fEMV [kHz] EMV [V] σ (EMV)

1 0.1 98.7 0.352 +0.29

2 0.3 29.7 0.304 +0.12

3 0.7 9.0 0.256 −0.06

4 0.9 7.4 0.248 −0.09

shift of EMV w.r.t. the change in µe. Table 5.4 shows the EMV w.r.t. to µe, the
deviation (σ) of EMV from Test 1 for AMB and the frequency at EMV ( fEMV).
Secondly, the shift of EMV towards higher voltages is more pronounced with
a decrease in µe. With an increased µe the EMV shifts towards lower voltages,
however, this shift is not as pronounced as for the former situation. With a
higher µe, Edyn becomes the dominant factor at a lower voltage. That in turn
increases the overall energy profile of the design, as seen in Figure 5.2(b). This
means that an architecture with µe = 0.9 has much higher energy dissipation
than the same circuit with µe = 0.1.

As an example for a µe = 0.1, the EMV occurs at 0.352 V, dissipates 0.16 pJ
per clock cycle and operates at fEMV of 98.7 kHz. On the other hand with a
µe = 0.9 the EMV has shifted to 0.248 V, the energy dissipation has increased
to 0.83 pJ, which approximates to an increase of five times, at fEMV of 7.4 kHz.
In this example EMV shifts 94 mV towards lower VDD that results in an ex-
ponential decrease of frequency. Dramatic changes in the clock frequency are
observed by slight variation in EMV.

5.2.3. THROUGHPUT ANALYSIS

Circuits that have to be optimized for extreme low energy dissipation often
have relaxed requirement on processing speed, which therefore are operated
with a relaxed constraint on the clock frequency. Therefore, it is necessary
to observe the behaviour of a design with respect to energy dissipation when
operated at a fixed clock frequency. For this analysis AMB is chosen as it
dissipates the most amount of energy. Four different clocks constraints are
considered, 1 kHz (solid line), 10 kHz (◦), 20 kHz (+) and 100 kHz (�), to-
gether with the maximum operational speed (?), for Test 1 and Test 2, shown
in Figure 5.3(a) and 5.3(b), respectively. Where, the max speed is governed by
the critical path speed constrained by VDD.

From Figure 5.3(a) it is observed that with an extremely low constraint
clock frequency of 1 kHz the optimum energy point is achieved at a very low
voltage of 160 mV. However, this voltage is far below minimum reliable supply
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Figure 5.3.: Energy profile of AMB with constrained clock fre-
quencies.
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voltage of 250 mV [42]. Therefore, the circuit has to be operated at 250 mV
or above for reliability issues. As an example, consider a supply voltage of
300 mV as a constraint on the system. For Test 1 with this clock (1 kHz) and
voltage (300 mV) constraint, the design dissipates 5 times more energy than
the design operated with optimum clock speed. Similarly, in Test 2, where µe
is extremely low, the energy loss is 30 times the optimum achievable scenario.
The losses observed in this case arise due to the increased slack-time of the
design. This increase in slack-time is due to the increased supply voltage. As
the supply voltage increases the gates will operate much faster and therefore,
the actual operation time decreases. Which leads to a longer idle time and
therefore, the gates leak longer after the evaluation is performed. Increased
leakage, i.e., Eleak in (4.1), leads to an overall higher energy profile.

By an increase in clock frequency by 10 to 20 times an operation point very
close to the energy optimum point is achieved for both cases, near 300 mV.
The loss in energy dissipation is worst for Test 2 at a speed of 10 kHz, where
the loss is three times the optimum energy dissipation. On the other hand by
an increase of the frequency to 20 kHz the energy dissipation loss is reduced
to less than 50 % for both tests. Furthermore, if the requirement on the clock
frequency is 100 kHz for 300 mV the failure rate of the design would be very
high. As seen in the figures, in order to operate at 100 kHz, a higher VDD is
required. Therefore, the choice of the operational frequency and operational
supply voltages must be analyzed extensively before implementation of the
design is carried out.

5.3. SUMMARY

The chapter focuses on how the energy dissipation of architectures vary w.r.t.
the switching activity, µe. The simulation results based on the sub-VT energy
model, show that a higher µe in a design causes high energy dissipation that
in turn moves the energy minimum voltage point (EMV) to lower voltages.
Consecutively, for lower µe the overall energy dissipation decreases and the
EMV shift to higher voltages. Therefore, the same design may have a different
energy profile, due to different µe. Secondly, the shift of EMV towards higher
voltages is more pronounced with a decrease in µe. With an increased µe the
EMV shifts towards lower voltages. However, this shift is not as substantial as
for the former situation. Thirdly, from the analysis of the simulation results
it is observed that if the chosen designs is not operated at the maximum
operable frequency for a given supply voltage VDD, leads to loss in energy
dissipation. However, by correct selection of the operational clock frequency
the energy dissipation is reduced by orders of magnitude. Finally, the overall
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analysis shows that it is crucial to have knowledge of input data w.r.t. µe. The
knowledge of µe may lead to significant design considerations, i.e. supply
voltage and throughput.
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6
Efficiency of Pipelining in Sub-VT

Operation

P ipelining is considered as an effective technique to increase speed of a
design. The increased speed can be traded-off by reduction in supply

voltage to gain in low energy dissipation. This chapter discusses the
effectiveness of pipelining when the circuits are subjected to ultra-low voltage
situations. In particular how the energy dissipation changes w.r.t the number
of pipeline stages with in an architecture.

The remaining of the chapter is structured as follow. In Sec. 6.1 four archi-
tectures of growing complexity are used to study the effects of the pipeline
stages on the energy dissipation. In Sec. 6.2 the energy dissipation results
based on the energy model explained in Chapter 4, attained from the two
designs, are shown and compared. Finally, a summary is presented Sec. 6.3.

6.1. TEST DESIGNS

In this section, the architectures used for this experiment are briefly discussed.
Two architectures of increasing complexity and gate count are considered.
First, an Addition-Multiplication-Addition (AMA) is shown in Figure 6.1(a),
and second, a Multiplication-Tree (MT) architectures shown in Figure 6.1(b).
The inputs and output are bounded by the stage of flip-flops in both designs.

The AMA design has a 16-bit input wordlength. The 16-bit output from
the first stage adder is supplied to 16-bit multipliers. The multiplier gives
a 32-bit output, that is given to the 32-bit adders. The final result is of 32-
bit wordlength. The inputs to the design and the outputs are all registered.
The Figure 6.1(a), shows the pipelining applied to AMA architecture. The
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Figure 6.1.: Evaluated architectures. a) AMA. b) MT.

dotted line shows the stage where the pipeline is applied, the P0, P1, P2
show if the pipeline is present or not. P0 has zero pipeline stages, P1 has
one and the location of the pipeline is indicated in the figure by ’1’. P2 has
two pipeline stages as indicated by by ’1’s in the figure corresponding to
the pipeline stages. In addition to these three architectural options a forth
architectural case is studied where a third pipeline stage is employed at the
output of the multiplier. Re-timing is used to balance/pipeline the multiplier
unit, this is named as P3.

In the second design of the multiplier tree (MT), the input to the first stage
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of the multipliers is of 8-bit wordlength. The results of the first stage mul-
tiplier are of 16-bit wordlength that is then passed on to the second stage of
multipliers. The results from these multipliers are of 32-bit wordlength, how-
ever, the outputs are truncated to 16-bits that are passed on to the third stage
of multipliers. Similarly, the fourth stage multiplier also receives a 16-bit in-
put and generates an output of 32-bit wordlength. The Figure 6.1(b), shows
the pipeline stage P0 has zero pipeline stages, P1 has a single pipeline stage
that is placed after second stage multipliers. P2 has two pipeline stages that
are placed after the first stage multipliers and second stage multipliers. P3
has pipeline stage after the 1st, 2nd, and 3rd stage multiplier, therefore, in P3
all the multiplier outputs are pipelined. In addition to these four architectural
cases, a fifth case is evaluated that has an additional pipeline stage is applied
at the output of the multiplier and then re-timing is used to balance/pipeline
the multiplier unit, which is called P4.

The chosen architectures are seen as a representable collection for vari-
ous computational heavy mathematical operations implemented in digital
ASICs. These mathematical operations are often seen in digital signal pro-
cessing (DSP) implementations that have purely combinatorial adders and
multipliers, e.g., FFTs etc.

6.1.1. SYNTHESIS

Both designs are synthesized based on the standard cell library provided by
the vendor. The library used in the case study is a Low-power Standard-
threshold (LP-SVT) library. In both AMA and MT designs the multiplier is
implemented as a parallel booth multiplier architecture. The adders in AMA
are based on ripple carry adder (RCA) structures. The synthesis of these
designs is performed for minimum area and maximum speed. In case of the
AMA design P3 and MT design P4, a re-time option is used to redistribute
the registers within the design to balance and reduce the critical path.

6.2. SUB-VT SIMULATION RESULTS

A thorough investigation on the effect of various stages of pipelining is car-
ried out by application of random input stimuli to all the architectures. The
designs are synthesized and simulated with back-annotated gate-level netlist
and toggle information of the design is recorded in Value Change Dump
(VCD) file. A power simulation is then carried out based on the toggle in-
formation. The sub-VT energy model is applied to the designs with the ex-
tracted parameters as discussed in Chapter 4. The important parameters such
as switching activity µe, kleak, kcap, and kcrit are given in the figures for both
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Table 6.1.: Cells and Area for AMA.

pipe No. of Cells Area µm2

Total Combinational Flip-Flop Total Combinational Flip-Flop

P0 2748 2588 160 12914 11228 1685

P1 2778 2554 224 12252 9885 2367

P2 2839 2551 288 12470 9400 3070

P3 3200 2848 352 14569 10852 3716

P0 P1 P2 P3 P4 P0 P1 P2 P3
0

0.05

0.1
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u e
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Figure 6.2.: Switching activity for the two designs correspond-
ing to the number of pipeline stages

designs and their pipeline configurations.

6.2.1. ADDITION-MULTIPLICATION-ADDITION (AMA)

Four design options for the AMA architectures are analyzed for sub-VT op-
eration. Table 6.1, contains the breakdown of the cells within the designs, for
the combinational gates and the flip-flops. As seen the number of flip-flops
increase corresponding to the increase in the pipeline stage. The variation in
the number of combinational is due to the variation in inverter and buffers
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Figure 6.3.: kleak for the two designs corresponding to the
pipelines

cells needed to remove the hold violations. The area occupied by the flip-flop
for P0 is only 13 % and in P1 with single stage pipeline the share of the flip-
flop area increases to 19 %. In P2 and P3 cases, the area share for the flip-flop
increases to 24 % and 25 %, respectively.

Figure 6.2, shows the switching activity (µe) within the four options of the
AMA architecture, based on a random input stimuli. The results show that
a there is not a big variation among the µe(s) of the designs. This indicates
that the energy minimum point (EMV) for the designs shown do not vary by
much, due to the change of µe. Figure 6.3, shows the leakage current within
the design normalized to an inverter, kleak. In this case the AMA design is
synthesized without any pipeline stage exhibits higher leakage due to higher
area. This is because the synthesizer tries to increase the speed of the design
with the use of larger cells and it ends up with higher area. The area cost is
reduced for both P1 and P2, even though more cells are used. However, in
this case, the synthesizer is not tempted to use cells with large drive strengths
and speed due to the pipeline stages. Similarly, the capacitance within these
designs show the same characteristics as shown in Figure 6.4, that represents
the kcap. This indicates that the design with high leakage and capacitance
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Figure 6.4.: kcap for the two designs corresponding to the
pipelines

will have higher energy dissipation profiles. The last parameter that effect
the energy profile of a design is kcrit, which give critical path for the design,
normalized to an inverter. Here, it is seen that with the pipeline stages in both
P1 and P2 the critical path is shorten compared to P0. However, in the fourth
case, with the addition of an additional pipeline stage the overall critical path
is not reduced more than that of P2.

The energy dissipation w.r.t supply voltage (VDD) for the pipeline options
of AMA design are shown in Figure 6.6. Here, the AMA design with zero
pipeline (P0) has the highest energy dissipation per cycle compared to any
other pipelined design option. The P2 design exhibits the lowest energy dis-
sipation profile. In this case, the low energy profile is due to the higher speed
that is traded-off with the supply voltage reduction. This can be seen more
clearly when the energy dissipation is plotted against the clock frequency as
shown in Figure 6.7. As larger cells are used in the P0, the area of P0 is 3 %
bigger than the P2 implementation, this contributes to higher energy dissipa-
tion in P0, especially at very low voltages. In the case of P3, the critical path is
not reduced, however, there is an area penalty, that causes this design option
to perform worse than P2 w.r.t energy dissipation due to high leakage.
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Figure 6.5.: kcrit for the two designs corresponding to the
pipelines

At 300 mV P0 dissipates around 40 % more energy compared to P2, and at
400 mV the difference is of only 15 %. This shows that the benefits comes from
VDD scaling. In other words, a low logic depth allows reduced leakage at the
expense of a larger dynamic energy. The dynamic energy is reduced by fur-
ther VDD reduction. Hence the combination of pipelining and VDD reductions
helps in an overall reduction of the energy per cycle for deigns operated in
sub-VDD [2] [30] [48].

6.2.2. MULTIPLICATION-TREE (MT)

Five design options for the MT architectures are analyzed for sub-VT oper-
ation. Table 6.2, contains the breakdown of cells within the designs, for the
combinational gates and the flip-flops used in the implementation. As seen
the number of flip-flops increases corresponding to the increase in the pipeline
stages. The variation in the number of combinational gates is again due to the
variation in number of inverters and buffer cells used to remove the hold vi-
olations. The area occupied by the flip-flops for P0 is only 5 %, in P1 with
single stage pipeline the share of the flip-flop area increases to 7 %. In P2,
P3, and P4 cases, the area share for the flip-flop increases to 11 %, 12 %, and
19 %, respectively. This shows that the effect of pipelining should be more
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designs corresponding to the pipelines

Table 6.2.: Cells and Area for MT.

pipe No. of Cells Area µm2

Total Combinational Flip-Flop Total Combinational Flip-Flop

P0 6149 5989 160 30749 29050 1699

P1 6951 6727 224 33626 31258 2368

P2 7004 6652 352 33027 29335 3691

P3 6923 6539 384 33707 29678 4028

P4 5939 5427 512 28257 22824 5433

prominent in the cases with a higher flip-flop percentage.
Figure 6.2, shows the switching activity (µe) within the five options of the

MT architecture, based on a random input stimuli. The results show that
there is a slight variation among the µe(s) of the designs. This indicates that
the energy minimum point (EMV) for the designs varies slightly due to the
µe. Figure 6.3, shows the leakage current within the design normalized to an
inverter, kleak. In this case the MT design synthesized with one pipeline stage,
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designs corresponding to the pipelines

represented as P1, exhibits higher leakage due to higher area, where the com-
binational gates have 93 % of the area share. This is because the synthesizer
tries to increase the speed of the design with the use of larger combinational
cells, that results in a higher leakage current. The area cost is reduced for
P2, even though more cells are used in P2. However, in this case, the synthe-
sizer does not use cells with large driving strengths and speed due to the two
pipeline stages. In case of P3 the total area increases although the number
of cells are less than in P2, this shows that the cell used in the synthesis are
large with higher drive strength. This leads to higher current leakage as is
seen in the Figure 6.3, that kleak of P3 is higher compared to P2. In the fifth
case where an additional pipeline is used that is redistributed to minimized
the the critical path has lower area and also lowest cell count, which is why
the kleak is low.

Similarly, the capacitance with in these designs show the same character-
istics as shown in Figure 6.4, that represents the kcap. This indicates that the
designs with high leakage and capacitance will have a higher energy dissipa-
tion profiles. The last parameter that effect the energy profile of a design is
kcrit, which indicates the critical path for the design, normalized to an inverter.
Here, it is seen that with the pipelines, in both P1 and P2, the critical path is
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shorten compared to P0. In the case of P4 and P5, with the addition of an
additional pipeline stage, the critical path is reduced compared to P1 and P2.

The energy dissipation, w.r.t supply voltage (VDD), for the pipeline options
of MT design are shown in Figure 6.6. Here, as expected the MT design with
zero pipeline (P0) has the highest energy dissipation per cycle compared to
any other pipelined design option. The P3 and P4 designs exhibit the low-
est energy dissipation profile. Although, in the case of P4 the advantage of
additional pipeline stages do not yield a higher gain. However, in these two
cases the low energy profile is due to the higher speed that is traded-off with
the supply voltage reduction. This can be seen more clearly when the en-
ergy dissipation is plotted against the clock frequency as shown in Figure 6.7.
In the case of P0, all the k-parameter are high compared to the counterpart
design option and the µe is also higher, this leads to a higher energy profile
even though the area is relatively small compared to other counterparts. In
case of P2, although the kcrit is the same as that of P1. However, because of
the two pipeline stages the switching activity is lower. Furthermore, kleak and
kcap for P2 is lower than the k- parameters of P1 indicating lower leakage and
parasitics that leads to a lower energy dissipation profile.

At 300 mV the P0 dissipates around 88 % higher energy compared to P3,
and at 400 mV the difference is only 53 %. This shows that the benefits comes
from VDD scaling. In other words a low logic depth allows reduce leakage at
the expense of a larger dynamic energy. The dynamic energy is reduced by
further VDD reduction. Hence the combination of pipelining and VDD reduc-
tions becomes very effective in overall reduction of the energy per cycle for
deigns operated in sub-VT.

6.2.3. DISCUSSION

The adoption of pipelined designs with reduced supply voltage VDD increase
the energy efficiency per operation. The pipelined architectures have reduced
dynamic energy dissipation near EMV. However, care has to be taken when
deciding the number of pipeline stages. As a rule of thumb pipeline stages
less than three, results in efficient designs. As higher number of registers
within a given design that do not reduce the critical path by some margin
lead to higher energy dissipation. As shown in the case of AMA design, the
addition of flip-flops in P3 resulted in higher energy dissipation. Similarly, in
MT design when the addition pipeline stage was forced in P4, the benefits in
energy dissipation were next to none.

As discussed in [2] one of the major drawbacks of heavy pipelined de-
signs that are operated in sub-VT domain suffer from high process variations.
This has a strong impact on critical path and therefore a strong impact on
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static energy dissipation. Therefore, joint employment of deep pipelining and
ultra-low supply voltage may lead to significantly degrade robustness of the
design. Furthermore, it may also add significant static energy dissipation
overhead due to process variations. This means that in order to fully exploit
this technique the designers have to reduce the process variations and keep
them within acceptable limits through appropriate techniques. In [2] it is also
shown that clocking schemes that allow time borrowing to average out delay
variations among adjacent propagation paths may reduce critical time varia-
tions. Time borrowing allows the critical data-paths to inherently borrow time
in the current cycle from the next cycle, therefore, the clock frequency can be
increased for the design [49]. Time borrowing can be exploited with the use
of latch based storage elements with a two phase clocking mechanism.

In the pipeline system the logic depth is kept low to avoid false switching.
Therefore, if in static timing analysis hold violations are detected, the only
mechanism to fix them is addition of buffers, that in turn increase the logic
depth and increase the area. Therefore, the benefits of low energy dissipa-
tion will diminish. Therefore, flip-flop topologies that are intrinsically robust
against hold variations must be employed [2].

6.3. SUMMARY

In this chapter it is shown that a reasonable number of pipeline stages together
with supply voltage scaling have benefits with respect to energy dissipation.
The simulation results based on the sub-VT energy model, show that designs
with high combinational logic gates; the pipeline stages reduce the switching
activity µe, furthermore, there is reduction is leakage currents. All of these
reductions result in lower energy dissipation in sub-VT domain. In addition
to these benefits it is also discussed that the benefits appear at low voltages,
therefore, these designs are susceptible to process variations. Therefore, de-
signers have to use robust flip-flop or resort to time-borrowing techniques in
order to avoid functional failures.
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7
Unfolded Architectures in Sub-VT

U nfolding is a transformation technique used to increases the number
of calculable iterations within a cycle for a given iterative design, thus

increasing its speed. The factor by which a design is unfolded is called
the unfolding factor [50]. Unfolding is considered an effective technique to
increase the speed of a design. Inputs are concurrently applied to replicated
blocks of the hardware so that concurrent output data is computed in a single
clock cycle. This means that a higher throughput is achieved with the employ-
ment of this technique. The increased speed can be traded of by reduction in
supply voltage to gain low energy dissipation. In other words the dynamic
energy can be reduced. However, the overall static leakage will increase due
to the area overhead. This chapter discusses the effectiveness of unfolding
when the circuits are subjected to ultra low voltage scenarios. In particular
how the energy dissipation changes w.r.t. unfolding factor for an architecture.
The work in this chapter was published in [37] [51] [52].

As a case-study the effectiveness of unfolding technique is tested on the
digital baseband part of a receiver system that is used in system reported
in [53]. This receiver less than 1 mW and 1 ÎijW power consumption in active
and standby mode constraints, respectively. Furthermore, the receiver is ca-
pable to handle data rates up to 250 kbits/s, and realization on a single chip
with an area of 1 mm2 in 65 nm CMOS. A block diagram shows the receiver
system in Figure 7.1, containing a RF front-end (2.5GHz), an analog-to-digital
converter, a digital baseband for demodulation and control, and finally, a de-
coder that processes the received data packets. The first task of the digital
baseband circuit is to re-sample data from 4 Msamples/s to 250 ksamples/s.
A chain of decimation filters by 2 is applied for achieving the re-sample data
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Figure 7.1.: Receiver system

rates. To achieve lower energy dissipation, supply voltage scaling techniques
is rigorously applied, hence making the circuits run in the subthreshold (sub-
VT) domain [19]. Consequently, the circuits need to be optimized in terms of
energy dissipation and throughput for sub-VT operation.

The remaining of the chapter is structured as follows. In Sec. 7.1 a 12-bit
architecture of a Half Band Digital (HBD) filter that is implemented as direct
mapped and its various unfolded structures is discussed. In Sec. 7.2 the HBD
filters energy dissipation results, based on the energy model explained in
Chapter 4, are shown and discussed. Finally, a summary is presented Sec. 7.3.

7.1. HALF-BAND FILTER

Half-band filters are widely used in multi-rate signal processing applications
when interpolating/decimating by a factor of two. Half-band filters are im-
plemented efficiently in poly-phase form, because approximately half of its
coefficients are equal to zero. Half-band filters are characteristics by, the max-
imum pass-band magnitude ripple σ1, the maximum stop-band magnitude
ripple σ2 ripples, and the equidistant pass-band-edge fp and stop-band-edge
fs frequencies from the half-band frequency π/2 [54]. Figure 7.2, shows the
magnitude/gain response of a FIR half-band filters of an order of 60.

A half-band IIR filter can have fewer multipliers than the FIR filter for
the same sharp cut-off specification. Elliptic IIR filters are the most efficient
[54]. To overcome phase non-linearity one can use optimization to design
an IIR filter with an approximately linear phase response [55] or apply the
double filtering technique with the Powell and Chau modification for real-
time processing [56] [57].

7.1.1. FILTER ARCHITECTURES

Minimum energy dissipation for a circuit operated at medium to high through-
put puts stringent constraints on the design of the said circuit. Therefore, it
is important to explore and analyze the architectures that best fulfill the re-
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Figure 7.2.: Magnitude response of a FIR based Half Band Fil-
ter

quirements. This section presents half-band IIR Digital (HBD) filters and the
architectural differences in the basic and unfolded versions.

A third order Wave Digital Filter (WDF) filter is used as the base of this
methodology [14] [58] and has been presented in [52]. Figure 7.3, shows the
architecture of the 3rd order filter. The filter is an example, which consists of
one 1st order section to the right and one 2nd order section to the left of the
input/output signals. Figure 7.3, shows that the architecture has 3 registers,
shown by the R blocks, 3 multipliers, 10 adders, and a shift, are needed. The
architecture in Figure 7.3 is described by [52],

yi =
1
2
[ki + a0(ki − xi)− ci − ai(ci − xi)] , (7.1)
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Figure 7.3.: Architecture of an IIR 3rd order Half-Band Filter

where the literal bi, ci, di, ei, gi and hi are given as

ci = −bi + a2(bi + di),

ei = di + a2(bi + di),

gi = xi + a1(ci − xi),

hi = xi + a0(ki − xi),

bi = ei−1,

di = gi−1,

ki = hi−1.

(7.2)

In (7.1), the two left terms are the output from the 1st order section and the
right two terms comes from the 2nd order section. WDF has a property of
amplification, in this case the signal is scaled up by 2. Therefore, there is a
multiplication factor, of 0.5 in (7.1), to compensate for that. The coefficients
a0, a1, and a2 attained by simulations and are specified as 0.37510, 0.57812510,
and 0.32812510, respectively.

Hardware reduction is achieved by modifying the filter coefficients. Trivial
coefficients like a0 = 0, a1 = 0.5, and a2 = 0, are used for convenience. The
behavior of this trivial filter is similar to the filter described by 3rd order
HBD WDF. However, this new filter deviates from the cut-off frequency and
stop-band attenuation characteristic of the larger filter as shown in Figure 7.4.
Exchanging the coefficient values in (7.1) to the trivial coefficients yields (7.3)
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ter.

and (7.4).

yi =
1
2

[
gi−2 +

1
2
(gi−2 + xi) + xi−1)

]
, (7.3)

where
gi = xi −

1
2
(gi−2 + xi). (7.4)

This optimization yields a smaller filter that has 3 registers, 4 adders, and 2
shifts. However, the trivial filter can be further simplified without a change
in the numerical result. Equations (7.3) and (7.4) can also be expressed as
shown in (7.5) and (7.6). The architecture of this optimized filter is shown in
Figure 7.5.

yi =
1
2
[2gi−2 + gi + xi−1] , (7.5)

where
gi = xi −

1
2
(gi−2 + xi) = −

1
2

gi−2 +
1
2

xi. (7.6)

The optimized third order filter structure is then evaluated for minimum
energy dissipation, presented in [51]. The filter structure for the parallel im-
plementation, see Figure 7.5, is a parallel third-order bi-reciprocal lattice wave
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Figure 7.6.: Unfolded by 2 Architectures of the equivalent
HBD filter. (Uf-2)

digital filter, [59], considered as suitable as decimator or interpolator, for sam-
ple rate conversions with a factor of two. The benefit of using this type of
filter is that all filtering may be performed with low arithmetic complexity,
therefore, yielding both low energy dissipation and low chip area [60]. The
transfer function of the proposed filter is,

H(z) =
1 + 2z−1 + 2z−2 + z−3

2 + z−2 , (7.7)

All the filter coefficients are 1/2 or 2, and thus implemented by simple
shifting, thereby saving in area and energy dissipation. An initial analysis in-
dicates that the required throughput would not be achieved by a single sample
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Figure 7.7.: Unfolded by 4 Architectures of the equivalent
HBD filter. (Uf-4)

implementation of this filter. Therefore, unfolding was applied. Unfolding is
a transformation technique that calculate j samples per clock cycle, where j is
the unfolding factor. Unfolding has a property of preserving the number of
delays in a Direct Form Graph (DFG) [50]. The basic HBD filter architecture
was unfolded to get three more structures, i.e., unfolded by 2 (Uf-2), unfolded
by 4 (Uf-4) and, unfolded by 8 (Uf-8). In all unfolded architectures the number
of registers remains unchanged, whereas the adders scale proportional to the
unfolding factor. Figure 7.6, shows the Uf-2 version of the filter. Furthermore,
the critical path of this circuit is equal to the original HBD filter structure. Fig-
ure 7.7 shows an architecture that is unfolded by a factor of 4. The number of
adders has increased according to the unfolding factor. The critical path has
increased, since two of the feedback paths do not contain a register. Similarly,
Figure 7.8, shows the architecture of the Uf-8 HBD. The adders have increased
by a factor of 8, compared to the original HBD structure. The critical path in-
creases, since six of the feedback paths do not contain any register. However,
there are more samples processed per clock cycle in the unfolded structures,
which wins with respect to throughput over a limited increase in the critical
path [61].

7.1.2. HARDWARE MAPPING

All the cells used for implementation are from a low-leakage high-threshold
(LL-HVT) standard cell library. Tight synthesis constraints were set to get
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Figure 7.8.: Unfolded by 8 Architectures of the equivalent
HBD filter. (Uf-8)

minimum area and a short critical path. The parameters for the energy model
were retrieved by gate-level simulations with back annotated toggle and tim-
ing information, which includes glitches. The parameters obtained were ap-
plied to the energy model to characterize the designs in the sub-VT domain.

7.2. SIMULATION RESULT

In this section the architectures of the filter are evaluated with respect to en-
ergy and throughput. The parameters required for the energy model dis-
cussed in Chapter 4, Section 4.1.1, are extracted during synthesis. The energy
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Table 7.1.: Extracted Parameter for the Synthesized Imple-
mentations

Arch. kleak kcap kcrit µe Area tp[nsec]

Org 1113.6 835.4 127.4 0.727 1124 2.84

Uf-2 1695.5 1375.7 127.4 0.708 1836 2.84

Uf-4 3172.5 2797.9 164.2 0.703 3275 3.66

Uf-8 5924.5 5422.3 232.2 0.890 6170 5.22

Table 7.2.: Characterization of the Implementations at EMV

Arch. EMV Freq. Throughput E/Cyc E/smp

[mV] [kHz] [ksamples/s] [fJ] [fJ]

Org 241 23.6 23.6 45 45

Uf-2 238 23.6 47.2 71 35

Uf-4 247 22.0 88.0 150 38

Uf-8 251 15.4 123.4 380 48

simulations are presented in Table 7.1. The values for kleak follow the area cost,
indicating proportional leakage with respect to the area. The k parameters for
the unfolded implementations are not proportional to the unfolding factor j
since the number of internal registers remain unchanged from the basic im-
plementation, although there is an increase in the number of input and output
registers.

Energy dissipation is calculated under the assumption that the designs op-
erate at critical path speed, which gives an Energy Minimum Voltage (EMV)
point [39]. The threshold voltage for this low-power high-threshold (LP-HVT)
device is around 630 mV. The designs’ energy characteristics, over a scaled
supply voltage VDD per clock cycle is presented in Figure 7.9(a). The basic
HBD filter implementation denoted by (Org) dissipates the minimum amount
of energy per clock cycle when compared to the other three implementations.
This due to the fact that the leakage for this circuit is less than that of the
other circuits due to less area. The energy minima (per clock cycle) of ∼ 46 fJ
for Org implementation is achieved ∼ 240 mV (indicated by the dot (•)), which
is lower than EMV of any other architecture, which confirms that lesser area
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Figure 7.9.: Simulation Plots of HBD filter architectures, (a)
Energy vs VDD per clock cycle, (b) Energy vs VDD
per sample.
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contributes to less energy per clock cycle. However, it is crucial to investigate
the energy spent on the processing of each sample of data, and the apparent
benefit of using Org structure is lost when the energy per sample is con-
sidered. Figure 7.9(b), shows the energy dissipation per sample for different
structures, and the unfolded structures show higher energy efficiency com-
pared to Org. The unfolded circuits perform twice, four and eight times as
much operations per clock cycle, therefore, the overall energy per sample for
these circuits is reduced when compared to a single sample implementation,
however, with a limit. Figure 7.9(b), shows that the most efficient architec-
ture is Uf-2 as it dissipates ∼ 36 fJ per sample which is ∼ 45 % less than the
energy dissipated by the Org structure. Here, it is observed that the Uf-8 ar-
chitecture is less energy efficient than Org, and is almost equal to Org, near
the threshold voltages. The reason for this behavior is that the Uf-8 has higher
switching activity µe. The maximum frequency attainable with respect to VDD
is shown in Fig 7.10(a), the maximum frequency for both Org and Uf-2, is al-
ways higher than their counterparts due to a shorter critical path, and the Uf-8
has the slowest maximum speed because of longer critical path, see Table 7.1.
Fig 7.10(b), shows the energy dissipation of all the structures with respect to
throughput.

Table 7.2, presents the characteristics of all the presented architectures at
EMV. It also shows the maximum frequencies attainable, the corresponding
throughputs, energy dissipated per clock cycle, as well as per sample. These
simulations show that we benefit from unfolding technique, both in energy
per sample and in throughput.

A chain of four HBD filters is needed to reduce the high frequency data at
4 Msamples/s from the ADC to the actual data rate of 250 ksamples/s. This
decimation chain is to be used in a system present in [53]. The first HBD filter
need to process the input data stream with the rate of 2 Msamples/s. This
throughput requirement is only fulfilled by using Uf-8 HBD near 390 mV, as
shown in Table 7.3 and Figure 7.10(b). The throughput requirement of data
with the rate of 1 Msamples/s for the second HBD is fulfilled by using any
three of the unfolded structure, Uf-8, Uf-4 and Uf-2. The throughput require-
ment of data with the rate of 500 ksamples/s for third HBD is fulfilled by
all four structures as shown in Table 7.3 and Figure 7.10(b). The throughput
requirement of data with the rate of 250 ksamples/s for last HBD is again ful-
filled by all structures. In Figure 7.9(b), the Uf-2 structure appears to be the
most energy efficient circuit. However, when stringent throughput require-
ments are in-place, the Uf-4 structure proves to be the best option as shown
in Figure 7.10(b) and Table 7.3. This analysis shows that its crucial to identify
the most suitable architectures for the given throughput and energy require-
ments. Furthermore, in [17] it is argued that low-leakage low-threshold cells
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Table 7.3.: Performances of the Implementations at Required
Throughputs

Throughput Circuits VDD [mV] E/Cyc [fJ] E/smp [fJ]

2 Msamples/s Uf-8 390 656 82.2

1 Msamples/s Uf-8 368 586 73.3

Uf-4 376 246 61.5

Uf-2 400 136 68.3

500 ksamples/s Uf-8 344 525 65.2

Uf-4 352 226 54.7

Uf-2 368 116 58.4

Org 400 85.2 85.2

250 ksamples/s Uf-8 300 434 55.0

Uf-4 320 188 47.0

Uf-2 344 126 51.8

Org 368 72.9 72.9

are more beneficial at higher throughput rates in sub-VT domain, which needs
to be further investigated for these filter implementations.

In [19] it was shown in that the supply voltage of sub-VT circuits may
be reduced down to 50 mV. However, in practical terms at such low voltage
values, functional failures frequently occur due to the process variations. It
was found in [62] that the supply voltage value which realizes operation with
less than a 0.001 failure rate for a 65 nm LP-HVT process is 250 mV and this
value is taken as the minimum reliable operating voltage (ROV), indicated in
the Figure 7.9(b) by a line at 250 mV. However, the operation at 250 mV still
suffer from variations due to process variations as discussed in Chapter 3.

7.3. SUMMARY

In this chapter four HBD filter structures were developed and evaluated for
minimum energy dissipation in the sub-VT domain for a throughput con-
strained system. All architectures, i.e., the unfolded by 2, 4, 8 and the basic
HBD filter, are implemented and simulated using 65 nm LP-HVT standard
cells. The application of a sub-VT energy model reveals that it is beneficial to
use unfolded implementation to achieve low energy dissipation per sample
at EMV, when compared to the energy dissipated by a basic simplified HBD
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filter implementation. However, there is a limit to the unfolding factor, where
the energy dissipation benefits start to diminish.
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Part III
Sub-VT Analysis on Threshold

Options

This part consists of a chapter that provide an analysis on energy dissipation
w.r.t. throughput with the utilization of various threshold options available
in 65 nm CMOS, for a circuit that is operated in the sub-VT region. Second, it
includes a chapters that discusses silicon measurements of a design operated
in sub-VT domain. This part includes material published in the following
papers.

• S. Sherazi, J. Rodrigues, O. Akgun, H. Sjöland, P. Nilsson, "Ultra low en-
ergy design exploration of digital decimation filters in 65 nm dual-VT CMOS
in the sub-VT domain", Microprocessors and Microsystems: Embedded Hardware
Design (MICPRO), Elsevier, vol.37/4-5, 2013.

• S. Sherazi, P. Nilsson, H. Sjöland, J. Rodrigues, "A 100-fJ/cycle sub-VT deci-
mation filter chain in 65 nm CMOS", IEEE International Conference on Electronics,
Circuits, and Systems (ICECS), 2012-12-09.

• S. Sherazi, P. Nilsson, O. Akgun, H. Sjöland, J. Rodrigues, "Design explo-
ration of a 65 nm sub-VT CMOS digital decimation filter chain", IEEE Interna-
tional Symposium on Circuits and Systems (ISCAS), 2011-05-16.

• H. Sjöland, J. B. Anderson, C. Bryant, R. Chandra, O. Edfors, A. Johans-
son, N. Seyed Mazloum, R. Meraji, P. Nilsson, D. Radjen, J. Rodrigues, S.
Sherazi, V. Öwall, "A receiver architecture for devices in wireless body area
networks", Journal of Emerging and Selected Topics in Circuits and Systems, Vol. 2,
No. 1, pp. 82-95, 2012.

The material in this chapter originates from the article and is mutually used by the authors
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8
Threshold Options within a

Technology for Sub-VT Domain
Energy Dissipation

Threshold voltage of a device has a significant effect on the speed and
energy dissipation of that device when operated in sub-VT domain. In

this chapter an analysis on energy dissipation of digital half-band filters
presented in Chapter 7, considered for the subthreshold (sub-VT) domain op-
erations with throughput and supply voltage constraints are evaluated for
implementations based on various threshold options. This analysis is per-
formed in order to evaluate the design space within the frame of threshold
voltage and moderate throughput. The work in this chapter has been pub-
lished in [37] [40] and is filters are part of the digital baseband in a receiver
that is used in system reported in [53].

A 12-bit simplified half-band filter is implemented along with various un-
folded structures. The application target is to construct a decimation fil-
ter chain that is applied after a sigma delta ADC to re-sample data from
2 Msamples/s to 125 ksamples/s. Therefore, a chain of four decimation fil-
ters, that decimates by a factor of two at each stage, needs to be applied.
The designs are synthesized in a 65 nm low-leakage CMOS technology with
various threshold voltages.

A sub-VT energy model presented in Chapter 4 is applied to characterize
the designs in the sub-VT domain. The Half-band Digital (HBD) filter that is
implemented as direct mapped design and its various unfolded structures, is
discussed in Chapter 7. The remaining of the chapter contains the Hardware
Mapping information for three standalone threshold options in Sec. 8.1. In
Sec. 8.1.1 the energy dissipation results based on the energy model explained
in Chapter 4, attained from the HBD filters for these three threshold options
are shown and discussed. Furthermore, the Hardware Mapping information

93
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Table 8.1.: Extracted Parameter for the Synthesized Imple-
mentations

Arch. Cells kleak kcap kcrit µe Area

Org HVT 1113 835 127 0.727 1124

SVT 1181 803 112 0.723 1163

LVT 1619 875 101 0.671 1208

Uf-2 HVT 1695 1375 127 0.708 1836

SVT 1971 1553 116 0.620 1871

LVT 4485 1434 105 0.720 2069

Uf-4 HVT 3172 2798 164 0.703 3275

SVT 3199 2709 150 0.710 3390

LVT 8524 2721 133 0.760 3750
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Figure 8.1.: Energy vs VDD per sample simulation plots of sim-
plified HBD filter (Org) architectures

for multi-mode threshold options are discussed in Sec. 8.2. A comparisons on
the results is discussed in Sec. 8.3. Finally, a summary is presented in Sec. 8.4.
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Figure 8.2.: Energy vs VDD per sample simulation plots of un-
folded by 2 HBD filter (Uf-2) architectures
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Figure 8.3.: Energy vs VDD per sample simulation plots of un-
folded by 4 HBD filter (Uf-4) architectures

8.1. HARDWARE MAPPING FOR THREE STANDALONE THRESHOLD OP-
TIONS

Each architecture was synthesized with Low Leakage (LL) libraries with dif-
ferent threshold voltage options. The first synthesis is performed using high-
threshold (HVT) cells, second, using standard-threshold (SVT) cells and last,
using low-threshold (LVT) cells. Tight synthesis constraints were set to achieve
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Table 8.2.: Characterization of the Implementations at EMV

Arch. Cells EMV Freq. Throughput E/smp

[mV] [kHz] [ksamples/s] [fJ]

Org HVT 241 23 23 45

SVT 237 398 398 46

LVT 251 3710 3710 55

Uf-2 HVT 238 23 46 35

SVT 242 383 767 40

LVT 271 6600 13200 55

Uf-4 HVT 247 22 88 38

SVT 241 297 1180 41

LVT 280 6500 26000 59

minimum area, minimum leakage, and a short critical path. The parameters
for the energy model are retrieved by gate-level simulations with back anno-
tated toggle and timing information, based on random input stimuli.

8.1.1. SIMULATION RESULT FOR THE THREE THRESHOLD OPTIONS

In this section the filter architectures are evaluated with respect to energy,
throughput, and supply voltage constraints. The parameters required for the
energy model [38] are presented in Table 8.1. The values for kleak follow the
area cost, indicating proportional leakage with respect to area for both the
HVT and SVT implementations. However, kleak values are higher for LVT im-
plementation. A reason for this increase is high fanout buffers that have large
current leakage, are used to increase the driving capacity and speed. There-
fore, LVT implementation is faster than both HVT and SVT implementations,
as expected.

The energy dissipation is calculated under the assumption that the designs
operate at critical path speed. Minimizing the energy per clock cycle with
respect to supply voltage gives the so called Energy Minimum Voltage (EMV)
point [39]. The designs’ energy characteristics, over a scaled supply volt-
age VDD per sample are presented in Figures 8.1,8.2,8.3. Figure 8.1, shows
the energy dissipated by gate-level implementations of Org for the various
threshold voltage options, indicated as LVT, SVT, and HVT. Similarly, Fig-
ure 8.2 and Figure 8.3, show the energy dissipation curves for the Uf-2 and
Uf-4 architectures. The dot on the curves indicates EMV for each architecture
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Table 8.3.: Performances at Required Throughputs

Throughput Arch. Vdd E/smp[fJ] E/smp [fJ]

samples/s [mV] @ EMV @260 mV

2 M Uf-4 260 42 42

Uf-2 280 43 -

Org 300 56 -

1 M Uf-4 240 41 52

Uf-2 250 40 44

Org 280 51 -

500 K Uf-4 200 46 72

Uf-2 220 41 57

Org 240 47 53

250 K Uf-4 170 53 112

Uf-2 200 46 81

Org 220 47 66

and threshold voltage type. In all cases the minimum energy is achieved by
HVT implementations. Uf-2 appears to be the architecture that dissipates least
energy per sample.

Table 8.2, presents the EMVs of each gate-level implementation, the maxi-
mum clock frequency at EMV, the corresponding throughput in samples per
second, and the energy dissipated per sample. The Uf-2 architectures dissi-
pates least energy per sample at EMV. The simulations show that the LVT im-
plementation is able to operate at a much higher frequency at EMV compared
to their counterparts. The reason for this behavior is higher currents in the
cells, both drive currents and leakage currents. Increased leakage, and drive
current, pushes frequency higher to reduce the energy per cycle. Similarly, the
SVT and HVT implementations have frequencies corresponding to their cell
currents. The simulations show that the maximum clock frequency increases
exponentially with increasing supply voltage i.e., the current increases expo-
nentially in the cells, which leads to a further analysis on energy dissipation
versus throughput.
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Figure 8.4.: Energy vs Throughput simulation plots of un-
folded by 4 HBD filter (Uf-4) architectures

THROUGHPUT CONSTRAINTS

Figure 8.4, shows the energy vs throughput plot of the Uf-4 and it is shown
that SVT implementation is the most suitable choice of implementation for a
throughput requirement within the range of 2 to 20 Msamples/s. The Figs. 8.5
and 8.6, show the energy dissipation vs throughput curves for the Uf-2 and
Org architectures. The SVT implementation of the Uf-2 architecture is suitable
for the throughput range of 250 ksamples/s to 2 Msamples/s.

The throughput constraints for the system are of 2 and 1 Msamples/s for
the first two decimation filters and for the last two 500 and 250 ksamples/s.
These requirements are fulfilled with least energy dissipation by different ar-
chitectures using SVT cells. Therefore, further analysis is based on SVT imple-
mentations only. Table 8.3, presents the energy dissipation per sample for the
required throughputs at corresponding supply voltages for different architec-
tures for SVT implementations. The first filter with a throughput requirement
of 2 Msamples/s is fulfilled by an Uf-4 filter architecture as the most suitable
option. Whereas, second, third and forth filters with throughput requirements
of 1 Msamples/s, 500 and 250 ksamples/s are best achieved by the Uf-2 filter
architecture, the optimal values are shown in the bold in Table 8.3.
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Figure 8.5.: Energy vs Throughput simulation plots of un-
folded by 2 HBD filter (Uf-2) architectures
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Figure 8.6.: Energy vs Throughput simulation plots of simpli-
fied HBD filter (Org) architectures

SUPPLY VOLTAGE AND THROUGHPUT CONSTRAINTS

In [62], it is found that the supply voltage value, which realizes operation
with less than 0.001 failure rate for a 65 nm process is 250 mV and this value
is taken as the minimum reliable operating voltage (ROV). The simulations
show that the required throughput for the first and second decimation filters
are fulfilled using Uf-4 and Uf-2 at 260 mV, and 250 mV, respectively. Having
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Uf4-SVT Org-SVTOrg-SVTUf2-SVT
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Figure 8.7.: Suitable Filter Chain.

multiple power domains increases the cost with respect to area and energy
dissipation, which, is not desired. A single supply voltage of 260 mV is in-
troduced as another constraint on the system. The selection of this voltage is
based on the analysis that the first filter with a higher throughput constraint
is fulfilled by using Uf-4 at 260 mV. Therefore, 260 mV is selected as a supply
voltage constraint and all the filters will operate at 260 mV. The assumption
that the data is provided to the filter at critical path speed is not valid any-
more. Therefore, the equation (4.2) for clock constrained systems is used to
find the energy dissipation [62]. The last column in Table 8.3, shows energy
dissipation per sample at 260 mV, for the three architectures at the required
throughputs. Using a single power domain will have an impact on the criteria
of selection of the suitable filter structures that are least energy dissipating.

The energy dissipation of the first filter remains unchanged, as Uf-4 is oper-
ated at critical path speed. The energy dissipation of second filter increases, as
the implementation is clocked slower than the critical path delay and there-
fore, there is an increase in leakage energy. However, Uf-2 is still the most
suitable filter architecture at these throughput and supply voltage constraints.
The most suitable architecture for throughput requirements of both 500 and
250 ksamples/s is Org, shown in Table 8.3. The Org filter has the least area,
therefore, once the implementations are not operating with critical path speed,
has an advantage of dissipating less energy because of lesser leakage currents.
Hence, with all the requirements in place, all filters in the chain will have SVT
implementations, with the first filter being Uf-4, the second Uf-2, and the last
two filters will be the Org filter architecture, as shown in Figure 8.7. The total
energy dissipation per output sample for the filter chain is 205 fJ.

8.2. HARDWARE IMPLEMENTATION AND SYNTHESIS FOR
MULTI-THRESHOLD OPTIONS

Each architecture is synthesized with Low Leakage (LL) libraries with differ-
ent threshold voltage options. The synthesis is performed using solely HVT
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and SVT cells, as well as HVT and SVT mixed, represented as (H+S). Fur-
thermore, LVT synthesis was conducted in order to get an analysis over the
entire design space and is represented as (H+L). Tight synthesis constraints
are set to achieve minimum area, minimum leakage, and a short critical path.
The parameters for the energy model are retrieved by gate-level simulations
with back-annotated toggle and timing information, based on random input
stimuli.

For multi-VT synthesis, first the designs were synthesized with only HVT
cells. Afterwards, the SVT cell library is instantiated, and timing constraints
were tightened. A new synthesis was performed to get a multi-VT implemen-
tation of H+S. As an illustrative example, lets consider the case of the Org
filter. This filter is synthesized with HVT cells that results in an implemen-
tation with 196 cells. The critical path contains 22 HVT cells and has a delay
of 2.8 ns at nominal VDD. With the SVT library instantiated and constraints
tightened, a new synthesis is performed. This results in a multi-VT implemen-
tation that contains a total of 132 HVT, and 55 SVT cells. The leakage current
contributed by SVT cells corresponds to the 84% of the total leakage current
of the circuit. The critical path contains 10 HVT, and 14 SVT cells. The delay
of the critical path is reduced to 1.5 ns at nominal VDD. The effects of the char-
acteristics of the cells are modeled based on the energy model described in
Chapter 4, Section 4.1.2 and the simulation results are presented in Sec 8.3 for
all the architectures. Similar experiments are also performed by the synthesis
of HVT cells together with LVT cells.

8.3. SIMULATION RESULTS FOR THE MULTI-THRESHOLD OPTIONS

In this section the architectures are evaluated with respect to energy versus
VDD, energy versus throughput, and for required throughput, as well as en-
ergy at a fixed VDD. The parameters required for the energy model [42], are
extracted during synthesis and power simulations, as discussed in 4.1.1, and
presented in Table 8.4. The values for kleak follow the area cost, indicating
proportional leakage with respect to area for both HVT and SVT implemen-
tations.

As shown in [40] SVT implementations have higher leakage compared to
HVT, and therefore a higher kleak factor. A reason for this increase is a larger
leakage current, which is used to increase the driving capacity and speed.
Therefore, the SVT implementation is faster than both HVT implementations,
as expected. The characteristics of the HVT, and SVT cells lead to the idea of a
multi-VT implementation. In the multi-VT implementation, HVT cells are cho-
sen to get low leakage currents and SVT cells are chosen in the critical paths
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Table 8.4.: Extracted Parameter for the Synthesized Imple-
mentations

Arch. Cells kleak kcap kcrit µe Area

Org HVT 1113 835 127 0.727 1124
SVT 1181 803 112 0.723 1163
LVT 1619 875 101 0.671 1208
HVT+SVT 11971 8292 813 0.750 1022
HVT+LVT 13031 7662 853 0.980 1051

Uf-2 HVT 1695 1375 127 0.708 1836
SVT 1971 1553 116 0.620 1871
LVT 4485 1434 105 0.720 2069
HVT+SVT 25311 24762 683 0.600 1851
HVT+LVT 27471 24462 663 0.770 2504

Uf-4 HVT 3172 2798 164 0.703 3275
SVT 3199 2709 150 0.710 3390
LVT 8524 2721 133 0.760 3750
HVT+SVT 42961 40152 893 0.650 3110
HVT+LVT 46551 39252 903 1.100 4123

Uf-8 HVT 5924 5422 232 0.890 6170
SVT 5990 5250 217 0.900 6385
LVT 9660 5780 196 0.810 6698
HVT+SVT 69021 63502 1293 0.890 6565
HVT+LVT 73701 62022 1363 0.881 6684

1 calculated for k′leak, 2 calculated for k′cap, 3 calculated for k′crit

to get higher speed. However, the induction of these cells increases the overall
leakage. Therefore, to find out if multi-VT designs have any advantage over
circuits with only one type of threshold cells, a multi-VT analysis is important.
As the LVT cells have very high leakage, which is not particularly suitable for
low energy requirements, all simulations results for circuits synthesized with
LVT cells are not included in the main discussion.

The k parameters for the unfolded implementations are not proportional to
the unfolding factor j since the number of internal registers remain unchanged
from the basic implementation, although there is an increase in the number of
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Figure 8.8.: Energy vs VDD per sample simulation plots of sim-
plified HBD filter (Org) architectures
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Figure 8.9.: Energy vs VDD per sample simulation plots of un-
folded by 2 HBD filter (Uf-2) architectures

input and output registers. However, the number of registers with reference
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Figure 8.10.: Energy vs VDD per sample simulation plots of un-
folded by 4 HBD filter (Uf-4) architectures
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Figure 8.11.: Energy vs VDD per sample simulation plots of un-
folded by 8 HBD filter (Uf-8) architectures

to operation per sample remain unchanged.
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Table 8.5.: Ratios for the H+S Synthesized Implementations

Arch. Lr,1 Lr,2 Cr,1 Cr,2 TL0,1 TL0,1

Org 0.14 0.84 0.57 0.43 0.10 0.90

Uf-2 0.18 0.82 0.70 0.30 0.16 0.83

Uf-4 0.17 0.83 0.65 0.35 0.14 0.86

Uf-8 0.13 0.86 0.58 0.42 0.03 0.97

At extremely low VDD the circuits are very slow, and therefore the overall
leakage current increases per operation. As VDD is increased, the static energy
dissipation decreases and the proportion of switching energy increases. This
phenomena leads to minimizing the energy per operation with respect to the
VDD. That gives the so called Energy Minimum Voltage (EMV) point [39]. The
threshold voltage for these 65 nm transistors is around 450 mV for LL-SVT and
around 500 mV for LL-HVT. The designs’ energy characteristics, over a scaled
VDD per sample are presented in Figure 8.8. The energy dissipation is cal-
culated under the assumption that the designs operate at critical path speed.
Figure 8.8, shows the energy dissipated per output sample by gate-level im-
plementations of Org for H+L, H+S, LVT, SVT, and HVT implementations.
Similarly, Figure 8.9, Figure 8.10, and Figure 8.11, show the energy dissipa-
tion curves for the Uf-2, Uf-4, and Uf-8 architectures. The minimum point
on the curves indicate EMV for each architecture and threshold voltage type.
Secondly, in [42], it is found that the supply voltage that realizes operation
with less than 0.001 failure rate for a 65 nm process is 250 mV for HVT cells.
No failure rates were observed when HVT cells are operated at higher supply
voltages. The failure rates for SVT cells are lower at 250 mV compared to HVT
cells. However, in this study 250 mV value is taken as the minimum reliable
operating voltage (ROV). It is vital to know ROV, as if the EMV is observed
below ROV, other optimization options need to be considered.

In most of the cases the implementations with the HVT cells gives the EMV
point. The energy vs voltage figures show that H+S combination does not give
any major advantage and in most of the case H+S under performs compared
to single threshold implementations. One of the reasons for such a behaviour
is a speed miss-match among cells. This miss-match leads to false transitions
that increase the dynamic energy dissipation. At lower voltages the difference
of speed between the two selected devices is not significant, therefore a small
advantage is observed. However, the miss-match of speed increases with the
increase in supply voltage, therefore, high switching activity increases the
overall energy dissipation and the H+S synthesis loses.
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Table 8.6.: Ratios for the H+L Synthesized Implementations

Arch. Lr,1 Lr,2 Cr,1 Cr,2 TL0,1 TL0,1

Org 0.03 0.97 0.80 0.20 0.02 0.98

Uf-2 0.03 0.97 0.75 0.25 0.02 0.98

Uf-4 0.03 0.97 0.72 0.28 0.05 0.95

Uf-8 0.03 0.97 0.65 0.35 0.01 0.99

Table 8.5, shows the ratios of cell currents (Lr,1 for HVT and Lr,2 for SVT),
node capacitances (Cr,1 for HVT and Cr,2 for SVT) and the currents within a
critical path (TLr,1 for HVT and TLr,2 for SVT). The capacitance is dominated
by HVT cells because of their higher presence in the circuit. Secondly, the
difference between the capacitance of two different threshold cells is minor.
However, the overall leakage current both for the complete circuit and specif-
ically the critical path are dominated by SVT cells because of higher current
leakage. Similarly, Table 8.6, shows the ratios of cell currents (Lr,1 for HVT
and Lr,2 for LVT), node capacitance (Cr,1 for HVT and Cr,2 for LVT) and the
currents within a critical path (TLr,1 for HVT and TLr,2 for LVT). The H+L
implementation has similar characteristics to the H+S implementations

Table 8.7, presents the EMVs of each gate-level implementation, including
the maximum clock frequency at EMV, the corresponding throughput in sam-
ples per second, and the energy dissipated per sample. These simulation re-
sults are calculated by (4.6) for single threshold implementations and by (4.26)
for multi-VT implementations. The estimated throughput calculated deviates
30 % from the actual speed of the circuit, as confirmed by spice simulations.
However, the information is good enough for design space exploration. The
comparison of different architectures for the EMV point shows that Uf-2 HBD
filter appears to be the architecture that dissipates least energy per sample in
most of the cases. The Uf-2 architectures dissipate least energy per sample at
EMV. The simulations show that the SVT and H+S implementations are able
to operate at a moderate frequency at EMV with mimimal energy dissipation
compared to their counterparts. The reason for this behavior is higher currents
in the cells, both drive currents and leakage currents. Increased leakage, and
drive current, pushes the frequency higher. Therefore, required throughputs
are achieved at lower voltages that helps in reduction of energy per sample.
In the case of LVT the energy dissipation is high as the leakage currents are
higher in this implementations, which also pushes the EMV point to a slightly
elevated supply voltage. The H+L implementations suffers from high switch-
ing activity due to false switching that causes the EMV to shift below 200 mV
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Table 8.7.: Characterization of the Implementations at EMV

Arch. Cells EMV Freq. Throughput E/smp

[mV] [kHz] [ksamples/s] [fJ]

Org HVT 241 23 23 45

SVT 237 398 398 46

LVT 251 3710 3710 55

HVT+SVT 220 250 250 45

HVT+LVT 216 2133 2133 51

Uf-2 HVT 238 23 46 35

SVT 242 383 767 40

LVT 271 6600 13200 55

HVT+SVT 206 182 364 46

HVT+LVT 190 1450 2904 54

Uf-4 HVT 247 22 88 38

SVT 241 297 1180 41

LVT 280 6500 26000 59

HVT+SVT 215 170 680 44

HVT+LVT 193 1104 4416 62

Uf-8 HVT 251 15 120 48

SVT 248 250 2000 52

LVT 272 3570 28560 61

HVT+SVT 220 149 1192 50

HVT+LVT 189 616 4928 77

and the dynamic energy increase exponentially with the increase in the sup-
ply voltage. This results in higher energy dissipation at Reliable operating
voltage for H+L implementation.

The simulations show that the maximum clock frequency increases expo-
nentially with increasing supply voltage, i.e., the current increases exponen-
tially in the cells, which leads to a further analysis on energy dissipation
versus throughput.
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Figure 8.12.: Energy vs Throughput simulation plots of sim-
plified HBD filter (Org) architectures

8.3.1. THROUGHPUT CONSTRAINTS

Figure 8.12, shows the energy dissipated versus the throughput by gate-level
implementations of Org for the various threshold voltage options, indicated
as H+S, SVT, and HVT. Similarly, Figure 8.13, 8.14, and 8.15, show the energy
dissipation versus the throughput curves for the Uf-2, Uf-4 and Uf-8 archi-
tectures. These figures, shows that the SVT and H+S implementations are
faster than the HVT implementations, however, are slower than LVT and and
H+L implementations. The multi-VT implementations are also fast, and close
to pure SVT or LVT implementations, correspondingly. This result may be
explained by the fact that the multi-VT implementation use both HVT cells
for reduced static energy and use SVT or LVT cells in the crictial path s to
increase the speed. For example in the case of H+S, HVT cells are slow, how-
ever, critical paths are synthesized to get a throughput rate close to pure SVT
implementations. Therefore, the speed almost matches the speed of SVT im-
plementation, and the same is applicable for H+L implementations.

The throughput constraints for the system are 2 and 1 Msamples/s for the
first two decimation filters and for the last two 500 and 250 ksamples/s. These
requirements are fulfilled with least energy dissipation by different architec-
tures, see Table 8.8. The most energy efficient architecture for 2 Msamples/s
is Uf-4 synthesized using SVT cells. Uf-2, synthesized with SVT cells are the
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Figure 8.13.: Energy vs Throughput simulation plots of un-
folded by 2 HBD filter (Uf-2) architectures
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folded by 4 HBD filter (Uf-4) architectures
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Figure 8.15.: Energy vs Throughput simulation plots of un-
folded by 8 HBD filter (Uf-8) architectures

energy efficient for 1 Msamples/s throughput requirements. For the through-
put requirement of 500 ksamples/s, Uf-2 synthesized with SVT cells is the
most energy efficient. Lastly, throughput requirement of 250 ksamples/s, Uf-
dissipates least energy per output sample. Table 8.8, presents the energy dis-
sipation per sample for the required throughputs at corresponding supply
voltages. The architectures are selected for the best threshold options. The
optimal values are shown in the bold in Table 8.8. The total energy dissipa-
tion per output sample for the filter chain is 164 fJ.

8.3.2. SUPPLY VOLTAGE AND THROUGHPUT CONSTRAINTS

The simulations show that the required throughput for the first, second, third,
and fourth decimation filter are fulfilled by various implementations of Uf-4
and Uf-2 at various voltages. Having multiple supply voltage levels would
require DC-DC voltage level converters. Therefore the complexity increases
and the cost with respect to area, and overall energy dissipation increases [63],
which therefore, is not desired. A single supply voltage at 300 mV is intro-
duced as another constraint on the system. The selection of this voltage is
based on the analysis that the first filter with a higher throughput constraint
is fulfilled by using Uf-4 at 300 mV. Therefore, 300 mV is selected as a sup-
ply voltage constraint and all the filters will operate at 300 mV. The assump-
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Table 8.8.: Characteristics of the HBD Filter at Required
Throughput and Fixed Supply Voltage

Throughput Arch. Best Opt. VDD E/smp[fJ] E/smp [fJ]

samples/s Cells [mV] @ EMV @300 mV

2 M Uf-8 SVT 288 57 62

Uf-4 SVT 296 47 49

Uf-2 SVT 320 50 -

Org SVT 344 63 -

1 M Uf-8 H+S 260 55 80

Uf-4 SVT 280 44 52

Uf-2 SVT 290 45 49

Org SVT 390 65 -

500 K Uf-8 H+S 250 52 100

Uf-4 SVT 250 42 62

Uf-2 SVT 240 41 55

Org H+S 270 50 59

Org SVT 285 51 53

250 K Uf-8 HVT 300 60 60

Uf-4 SVT 218 45 88

Uf-2 SVT 240 41 66

Org H+S 235 46 69

tion that the data is provided to the filter at critical path speed is not valid
any more. Therefore, equation (4.2) for clock constrained systems is used to
find the energy dissipation [42]. The last column in Table 8.8, shows energy
dissipation per sample at 300 mV, for the four architectures at the required
throughputs. Using a single power domain will have an impact on the criteria
of selection of the suitable filter structures that are least energy dissipating.

The energy dissipation of the first filter remains unchanged, as Uf-4 is op-
erated at critical path speed. The energy dissipation for the second filter in-
creases, as the implementation is clocked slower than the critical path delay,
and therefore, there is an increase in leakage energy. In this case Uf-2 im-
plemented with SVT cells is still the most suitable filter architecture at these
throughput and supply voltage constraints. The most suitable architecture
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UF4-SVT UF2-SVTORG-SVTUF2-SVT

2Msmp/s 1Msmp/s 500Ksmp/s 250Ksmp/s

Figure 8.16.: Filter Chain optimized for VDD = 300 mV

for the throughput requirements of 500 ksamples/s is Org synthesized with
SVT cells. The Org architecture has the least area cost, and therefore, when
not operated with critical path speed, Org has an advantage of less energy
dissipation because of lesser leakage currents. For 250 ksamples/s the Uf-8
synthesized with HVT cells gives the lowest energy dissipation. However, the
Uf-2 synthesized with SVT cells has a relatively low energy dissipation with
smaller area, as shown in Table 8.8. Hence, with all the requirements in place,
all filters in the chain have SVT implementations, with the first filter being
Uf-4, the second Uf-2, the third Org and the last filter is Uf-2 architectures,
as shown in Figure 8.16. The total energy dissipation per output sample for
the filter chain is 205 fJ. These simulation results show that for the required
throughput constraints, the most suitable decimation filter chain dissipates
164 fJ per output sample. However, when single power domain constraint is
applied, the most suitable decimation filter chain dissipates 205 fJ per out-
put sample. Therefore, there is a loss of 42 fJ, that is equivalent to a Uf-4
HBD filter implementation that gives an output of 2 Msamples/s at 300 mV.
This analysis compels to find efficient ways for application of multiple power
domains that dissipates less than the energy lost due to single power do-
main constraint. Furthermore, another option for low energy with moderate
throughput requirements may be achieved by circuits operated slightly above
VT [17]. Another advantage of moderate inversion region is that the delay
variation is lower than sub-VT region. Therefore, further analysis should be
carried out where VDD is slightly higher than VT. However, in this case the
energy equation will change and a new energy model is needed.

8.4. SUMMARY

In this chapter various HBD filter structures are evaluated for minimum en-
ergy dissipation in the sub-VT domain for a throughput and voltage con-
strained system. Scaling of VDD degrades the speed of the circuit, any degra-
dation is counteracted by parallelism techniques. An analysis on the archi-
tectures with respect to speed, and energy dissipation is vital to find the ap-
propriate design that fulfills all the requirements with the least energy dis-
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sipation. The energy model helps the design to analyze and characterize
the designs, that leads to a better identification of the appropriate design.
In this chapter different unfolding factors are used to achieve the required
performances. First, all filter structures are implemented and simulated us-
ing 65 nm LL-HVT, LL-SVT and LL-LVT standard cells. Secondly, the design
space is increased by utilization of combination of LL-HVT + LL-SVT and
also LL-HVT + LL-LVT cells. The analysis with sub-VT energy model leads
to the conclusion that different architectures are suitable for different con-
straints. A suitable design is a synergy between parallelism, and utilization
of various threshold options. However, with stringent low energy dissipation
requirements combined with moderate throughput requirements unfolded ar-
chitectures synthesized with SVT cells are the most appropriate option. In this
analysis the multi-VT, implementations did not show a major advantage over
single VT implementations.
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9
Sub-VT Measurements of a 65 nm

CMOS Decimation Filter Chain

M easurements of a sub-threshold (sub-VT) decimation filter, composed
of four halfband digital (HBD) filters in 65 nm CMOS are presented

in this chapter. Different unfolded architectures are analyzed and im-
plemented to combat the speed degradation as presented in Chapter 7. The
reliability in the sub-VT domain is analyzed by Monte-Carlo simulations. The
simulation results are validated by measurements and demonstrate that low-
power standard threshold logic (LP-SVT) and different architectural flavors
are suitable for a low-power implementation. Silicon measurements prove
functionality down to 350 mV supply, with a maximum clock frequency of
500 kHz, having an energy dissipation of 102 fJ/cycle. The work in this Chap-
ter has been published in [64].

The decimation filters are used in systems where data rate has to be re-
duced. A receiver may require to down- sample data from a high speed
delta-sigma analog-to-digital converter (ADC), therefore, the decimation fil-
ters will be used. In this test case the main task of the decimation filter circuit
is to re-sample the data received from the ADC at a rate of (N) ksamples/s
to (N/8) ksamples/s and employed in the system proposed by [53]. Down-
sampling of signals require anti-aliasing filters. In this project IIR filters are
chosen instead of FIR filters, as they can be implemented with fewer coeffi-
cients for the required alias suppression. Another property of these filters is
that they operate with high stability when the order of the filter is low [14].
Therefore, instead of having a high order filter, a chain of low order dec-
imation filters are implemented. The following aspects of the circuits are
discussed:

1) Analysis of process variations and delay variations due to mismatch of
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Uf4-SVT Org-SVTOrg-SVTUf2-SVT

(N)smp/s (N/2)smp/s (N/4)smp/s (N/8)smp/s

Figure 9.1.: Filter chain block diagram.

the design based on the SVT technology option.
2) Silicon fabrication of a sub-VT ASIC.
3) Validation of the simulation results by measurements.
The rest of the chapter is structured as follows: Sec. 9.1, describes the filter

chain implementation with its corresponding floor-plan. In Sec. 9.2, the simu-
lation and measurements results obtained from the halfband (HBD) filters are
shown and discussed, and finally, the summary is presented in Sec. 9.3.

9.1. HARDWARE MAPPING OF DECIMATION CHAIN

The filter chain has been synthesized with the LP-SVT standard cells option.
The reason for this selection is based on a theoretical pre-study presented in
[37], where the main constraints were maximum. throughput, lowest energy
dissipation, and using a single power domain. The analysis performed on
the designs show that the SVT implementation is able to operate at higher
clock rates with a penalty of slightly higher energy dissipation. The outcome
of this theoretical design space exploration was the filter chain presented in
Figure 9.1. The filter chain has the first filter implemented as unfolded by 4
(Uf-4), the second filter as unfolded by 2 (Uf-2) and the last two as original
(Org) filter architectures [37]. The inputs to the filter chain has 3-bits. The
first filter is designed with 5-bit to handle the overflows. The second filter
is designed with 7 bits, the third filter designed with 9-bits, and finally, the
fourth filter for 11-bits. This ensures that the design maintains a sufficient
level of precision and accuracy. Thereby, a decimation chain that provides a
downsampling of 8 times is realized.

Tight synthesis constraints are set to achieve minimum area, minimum
leakage, and a short critical path. Table 9.1, presents the normalized ratio
of combinational and sequential cells in the filters with respect to Org. The
ratio increases with unfolding factor mainly due to an increased number of
adder cells. The synthesized netlist is placed and routed for fabrication. Dur-
ing place and route the filter chain core (FCC) is placed as a separate block
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Figure 9.2.: Conceptual floor-plan.

together with a peripheral communication core (PCC) block. The purpose of
the PCC is to provide communication between the FCC and the external test
environment. The PCC also generates the required frequency divided clocks
for the filters at decimated nodes. The benefit of an isolated FCC is that it is
operated at lower supply voltages than the PCC block. Secondly, the current
measurements can be performed for the FCC block stand-alone. As the PCC is
connected to the pads of the chip to communicate with the test environment,
it is operated at a minimum 600 mV supply voltage. The pads are directly
driven from the PCC block, thus pad power supply is not needed. The FCC
is operated at lower voltages compared to peripheral block. The connection
between them is voltage level converter less. Further discussion is presented
in Sec. 9.2.

A conceptual floorplan of the chip is shown in Figure 9.2. The design is
placed on a multi-project die and the total available area for this design is
1 mm x 0.2 mm. These dimensions placed a maximum limit on the number
of pads allowed, in this case 12 custom designed small pads are possible to
place. The input is of 3 bits and the output of 11 bits. However, due to the
pad limitations only two bits are connected with the output pads to get the
functional verification. Therefore, during functional verification zero error tol-
eration policy is observed. There is also a clock and a reset pad, two control
signal pads to select from four filter outputs, and three supply pads. One of
the supply pads is for the source voltage for FCC, the second for PCC, and
the third is a common ground. Figure 9.3, shows the photograph of the fabri-
cated design. The FCC and PCC are indicated together with pads for ground
(GND), supply voltage for FCC and PCC i.e., VDC and VDP, respectively.
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Table 9.1.: Normalized ratio of combinational and sequential
cells in filters

Archi. Org Uf-2 Uf-4

Rn(C/S) 1 1.86 3.75

FCCPCC
VDC

GND

VDP

Figure 9.3.: Chip Photograph

9.2. PROCESS VARIATION AND MEASUREMENTS RESULTS

This section presents the simulation and silicon measurement results of the
FCC fabricated in 65 nm LL-SVT CMOS technology. The FCC is evaluated for
maximum frequency and energy dissipation for a given supply voltage. First,
a simulation based analysis on the process variations and its effects on timing
are presented.

9.2.1. PROCESS VARIATIONS

In the sub-VT domain the timing is very sensitive to mismatches and variations
in process and temperature [29] [30]. Therefore, 1000 (point) Monte-Carlo
based simulations are performed to cover the timing analysis of the circuit.
Initially, delay variation is analyzed on a minimum sized inverter. The cell
selected in this case has minimum dimensions for its transistors. Figure 9.4(a)
and Figure 9.4(b), show the delay variation normalized to the mean delay
(µ), due to process variations and mismatches @ 400 mV and 300 mV supply,
respectively. At lower voltages, the delay variation is higher than the delay
variation at higher voltages. The mean delay @ 300 mV is about 20 ns and the
worst case is around 80 ns, that is around 4 times the mean delay. The mean
delay (µ) @ 400 mV is about 2.5 ns and the worst case is around 7.8 ns, that is
around 3 times the mean delay.

Secondly, for the filters, Figure 9.4(c) and 9.4(d), shows delay variation
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spread of the critical path of the Org filter @ 400 mV and @ 300 mV, respec-
tively. At 300 mV the mean delay is 2.6 µs and the standard deviation (σ) is
of 168 ns, with worst case 1.3 times the mean delay. At 400 mV The mean
delay is 281 ns and the standard deviation (σ) is of 16.24 ns, with worst case
1.2 times the mean delay. The deviations are acceptable in this case. This
has two explanations. First the critical path is longer than for an inverter, and
mismatch then tends to average out. Secondly, the transistors of the full-adder
cells are almost 3 times larger than the transistors used in the inverter cells,
corresponding to less mismatch [29]. As expected, the simulation results show
that the transistor with minimum dimensions experiences a higher degrada-
tion when operated in the sub-VT domain. For even longer critical paths, less
relative delay variation is observed. The standard deviation (σ) of Uf-4 filter
is 27.7 ns @ 400 mV, with the mean delay of 0.85 µs as shown in Figure 9.4(e).
The delay variation is slightly higher for longer combinatorial paths at lower
voltage as shown in Figure 9.4(f). The standard deviation (σ) of Uf-4 filter is
0.54 µs @ 300 mV, with the mean delay of 8.5 µs as shown in Figure 9.4(f).

For even longer critical paths the chain of same adder cells experience a
slightly higher variation. The standard deviation (σ) of Uf-4 filter is 27.7 ns
@ 400 mV, with the mean delay of 0.85 µs as shown in Figure 9.4(e). The de-
lay variation is slightly higher for longer combinatorial paths at lower voltage
as shown in Figure 9.4(f). The standard deviation (σ) of Uf-4 filter is 0.54 µs
@ 300 mV, with the mean delay of 8.5 µs as shown in Figure 9.4(e). This in-
dicates that the longer combinatorial paths for sub-threshold operations may
experience higher timing variations.

9.2.2. MEASUREMENT SETUP

The functionality of the core is first verified for a minimum measurable sup-
ply voltage and the maximum clock frequency resulting in zero error rate.
The test vectors and the system clock are supplied through the pattern gen-
erator. The functionality verification has been performed over 4000 samples.
The currents are measured for a given voltage and frequency once the func-
tionality is completely verified and there are no error in the output data bits.
The output data is recorded with a Agilent 16822A logic analyzer. As the
logic analyzer requires a minimum of 550 mV voltage swing to detect logic,
the VPC is kept at 600 mV, whereas, the VDC is varied. The current drawn by
the FCC is measured by a nano-ampere-meter. Furthermore, an oscilloscope
is also connected to monitor the clock and data bits.
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(c) Critical path Org @ 400 mV
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(d) Critical path Org @ 300 mV
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(e) Critical path Uf-4 @ 400 mV
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(f) Critical path Uf-4 @ 300 mV

Figure 9.4.: Delay Variation normalized to the mean delay (µ),
based on 1000 point Monte-Carlo simulations.

9.2.3. SUB-VT ENERGY MEASUREMENTS

The energy dissipation per cycle is measured by sweeping the supply voltage
VDD of FCC from 350 mV to 400 mV, in steps of 10 mV. The minimum clock
period with zero error rate at 350 mV was found to be 2.0 µs. The clock period
is kept constant and the voltage is varied to measure the average current. In
simulations it was noted that the SVT cells may detect input levels that are
around 300 mV lower than the maximum supply voltage of 550 mV. However,
there is a degradation of rise and fall-time of the signals. At higher operational
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Figure 9.5.: Measured and simulated energy dissipation at
27 ◦C.

Table 9.2.: Measured Energy per Cycle for FCC

VDD [V] I [µA] E/c [fJ] I [µA] E/c [fJ]

@ T = 2.5 µs = 2.5 µs = 2.0 µs = 2.0 µs

0.35 0.123 107.6 0.145 101.5

0.36 0.126 110.3 0.149 107.2

0.37 0.130 113.8 0.153 113.2

0.38 0.133 116.3 0.156 118.5

0.39 0.136 119.0 0.160 124.8

0.40 0.140 122.5 0.164 131.2

rates the rise-time slope is adversely effected.
Table 9.2, presents the measured results for this particular test case together

with a test case where the clock period is 2.5 µs. The results in the Table 9.2
show that the energy per operation for a higher clock frequency is lower than
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Figure 9.6.: Measured avg. energy/cycle and Measured leak-
age energy dissipation, at 27 ◦ and 37 ◦C.

using a slow clock frequency. As expected, the circuit if operated below the
maximum frequency it will dissipate more energy per operation due to idle
time, where the circuit leaks. Figure 9.5, shows the measured energy dis-
sipation vs VDD compared with simulated energy dissipation. The sub-VT
characterization are based on the energy model in [35]. The energy measure-
ments deviate 10 % to 15 % from the simulation results mainly due to parasitic
capacitance in the fabricated design. Furthermore, Figure 9.6, shows the av-
erage dynamic energy per cycle for the design operated at room temperature
27 ◦C and body temperature 37 ◦C for three dies. For these measurements the
clock is kept constant at 500 kHz.

In the sub-threshold domain, leakage current is the operating current and
as shown through measurements it increases at higher temperature. With the
increased current, the speed of the gates to charge and discharge the output
nodes increases. Therefore, the circuits can be operated at higher frequen-
cies at higher temperatures. However, without increase in the operating fre-
quency of the circuit, the results show that the energy dissipation increases
with higher temperature, at 350 mV the rise in energy dissipation is about
17 %. Leakage energy dissipation is measured when the circuit is idle and no
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CH1-Clk

CH2-Output Data2-us

600 mV

Figure 9.7.: Measured Signals.

clock or input data is supplied. Figure 9.6, also shows the average leakage en-
ergy dissipation at 27 ◦ and 37 ◦C for three dies. At 350 mV the leakage energy
is around 30 fJ and 48 fJ for measurements at 27 ◦ and 37 ◦C, respectively.

Expectedly, in idle mode, when no clock or input data is supplied, an in-
crease in energy dissipation of around 60 % is observed at body temperature.
This indicates that for body area specific designs its important to shut down
the device or power gate the circuits to avoid excessive energy dissipation.
Figure 9.7, show the activity on one of the bits of the data line obtained from
the chip, recorded using an Oscilloscope at channel 2 (CH2) and the clock
supplied to the chip is recorded at CH1. The clock and the output are both at
600 mV level as the PCC receives and supplies the data at this level. Here, the
clock frequency is 500 kHz.

The data obtained has a slow rise time. The reason being that the FCC is
operated at 350 mV and without voltage level converters the signals experi-
ence slope degradation at PCC. Furthermore, the maximum frequency that
the FCC could operate with zero errors was seen to be 500 kHz @ 350 mV,
which deviates by 15 % from simulations. Moreover, for higher speeds it has
been shown in [33] that the low-power/general-purpose LP/GP technology
option provides with higher operation speed with reduced energy dissipation.
Therefore, the speed of the designs can be increased by utilization of LP/GP
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option in 65 nm.

9.3. SUMMARY

In this chapter a decimation filter chain designed for sub-VT operations, eval-
uated for throughput, minimum energy dissipation, and a single voltage con-
strained system is presented. Scaling of the supply voltage (VDD) degrades
the speed of the circuit, any degradation is counteracted by parallelism tech-
niques. Various unfolded filter architectures are therefore utilized to imple-
ment the filter chain. A theoretical energy model is used for initial simulations
to analyze and characterize the designs. This leads to a better identification
of the appropriate circuit architecture and transistor choice. The designs are
analyzed for the effects on the delay spread due to process variations and
mismatch in the sub-VT domain. A filter chain synthesized with low power
standard cells is fabricated in 65 nm CMOS. Measurements of the ASIC in-
tended for sub-VT is carried out. A close match between the simulations and
measurements results is observed.
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Part IV
Standard Cell Based

Memories (SCM) in Sub-VT
Domain

This part consists of a chapter that provide an analysis on Standard cell based
memories (SCM) that are operated in the sub-VT region. This part includes
material published in the following paper.

• P. Meinerzhagen, S. Sherazi, A. Burg, J. Rodrigues: , "Benchmarking of
standard-cell based memories in the sub-VT domain in 65 nm CMOS technol-
ogy", Journal of Emerging and Selected Topics in Circuits and Systems, Vol. 1, No.
2, pp. 173-182, 2011.

The material in this chapter originates from the article and is mutually used by the authors
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10
Analysis on Standard Cell Based

Memories (SCM) in Sub-VT

S tandard-cell based memories (SCMs) are proposed as an alternative to
full-custom sub-VT SRAM macros for ultra-low-power systems requiring

small memory blocks in [47]. The energy per memory access as well as the
maximum achievable throughput in the sub-VT domain of various SCM archi-
tectures are evaluated by means of a gate-level sub-VT characterization model
described in Chapter 4. The characterization of SCM is based on data ex-
tracted either from synthesized or a fully placed, routed, and back-annotated
netlists. The reliable operation at the energy-minimum voltage of the various
SCM architectures in a 65 nm CMOS technology considering within-die pro-
cess parameter variations is demonstrated by means of Monte-Carlo circuit
simulation. Finally, the energy per memory access, the achievable through-
put, and the area of the best SCM architecture are compared to recent sub-VT
SRAM designs.

As an alternative to variation-tolerant full-custom circuit design, the au-
thors in [39] [65] [66] promote the design of sub-VT circuits based on con-
ventional standard-cell libraries. In such conventional standard-cell based
designs, embedded memory macros may limit the scalability of the supply
voltage, and thus the minimum achievable energy per operation, as the noise
margins gradually decrease with the supply voltage, which leads to write and
read failures in the sub-VT regime [67].

The main options for embedded memories which may be operated reliably
in the sub-VT domain are: 1) specially designed SRAM macros, and 2) storage
arrays built from flip-flops or latches. Standard SRAM designs require non-
trivial modifications to function reliably in the sub-VT regime [3] [18] [68–72].
However, flip-flop and latch arrays, commonly referred to as standard-cell based

127
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memories (SCMs), originally intended for super-VT operation [73], and easily
synthesized with standard digital design tools may directly be adopted in the
sub-VT domain, where they still are fully functional.

Beside being immediately compatible with voltage scaling until deep into
the sub-VT domain, SCMs bring other advantages over SRAM macros. The use
of SCMs described in a hardware description language eases the portability of
a design to other technologies and modifications in the memory configuration
at design time. Furthermore, designs comprising SCMs can be placed auto-
matically using the standard place-and-route tools. Consequently, SCMs may
be merged with logic blocks, which may improve data locality [74] and reduce
routing. Also, for reconfigurable designs targeting low power consumption,
memories are preferably organized in many small blocks, which can be turned
on and off separately. In the context of such fine-granular memory organiza-
tions, SCMs provide more flexibility, which may result in a smaller overall
area, which are more adequate to reduce the overall power consumption.

In this chapter, the SCM architectures reported in [73] are reconsidered in
the sub-VT regime. The analysis is extended to account for the energy per
memory access and the maximum achievable frequency with sub-VT voltage
scaling. By means of Monte-Carlo circuit simulation, it is shown that SCM
architectures operate reliably in the sub-VT domain even in the presence of
within-die process parameter variations. Finally, the best SCM architecture
is compared to full-custom sub-VT SRAM designs regarding the energy per
memory access, the maximum achievable throughput, and the silicon area.

Sections 10.1 introduces the investigated SCM architectures. The different
SCM architectures are characterized and compared by means of this model in
Section 10.2. Section 10.3 verifies the reliability of SCMs in the sub-VT domain,
while section 10.4 compares SCMs to full-custom SRAM macros. Section 10.5
gives the summary of the chapter.

10.1. STANDARD-CELL BASED MEMORY ARCHITECTURES

The remainder of this chapter assumes SCMs with a separate read and write
port, a word access scheme, and a read and write latency of one cycle, which
are typical requirements for memories distributed within dedicated data-
paths. As shown in Figure 10.1(a), any such SCM accomodates the following
building blocks: 1) a write logic, 2) a read logic, and 3) an array of storage
cells. Different ways to implement the write and read logic are presented in
Sections 10.1.1 and 10.1.2, respectively, assuming flip-flops as storage cells.
The use of latches instead of flip-flops as storage cells is discussed in Sec-
tion 10.1.3.
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Figure 10.1.: (a) Building blocks of a generic standard-cell
based memory architecture. (b) Write logic re-
lying on enable flip-flops. (c) Basic flip-flops in
conjunction with clock-gates.
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Figure 10.2.: (a) Achieving typical one-cycle read latency. (b)
Read logic relying on tri-state buffers. (c) Read
logic relying on multiplexers.
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10.1.1. WRITE LOGIC

Consider an array of R × C flip-flops, where R and C denote the number
of rows (words) and the number of columns (bits per word), respectively.
Assuming a word-access scheme and a write latency of one cycle, the write
logic needs to select one out of R words, according to the given write address,
and update the content of the corresponding flip-flops on the next active clock
edge. Accordingly, the write address decoder (WAD) produces one-hot encoded
row select signals, which select one row of the flip-flop array. Next, the flip-
flops in the selected row need to update their state according to the data to
be written. One option is to use flip-flops with an enable feature or with a
corresponding logic, as shown in Figure 10.1(b). A second option is to use
basic flip-flops in conjunction with clock-gates, as shown in Figure 10.1(c),
which generate a separate clock signal for each row so that only the currently
selected row receives a clock pulse to sample the provided data, while all
other rows receive a silenced clock, thereby keeping their current state.

10.1.2. READ LOGIC

As shown in Figure 10.2(a), the read logic may be purely combinational or
contain sequential elements, which leads to a read latency. Assuming a word
access scheme, one out of R words needs to be routed to the data output,
according to the read address. The typical one-cycle latency is obtained by in-
serting flip-flops either at the read address input, see case (1) in Figure 10.2(a),
or at the data output, see case (2) in Figure 10.2(a). The former and latter case
require ceil(log2(R)) and C additional flip-flops, impose gentle and hard read
address setup-time requirements, and cause considerable and negligible out-
put delays, respectively. The task of routing one out of R words to the output
is accomplished using either tri-state buffers or multiplexers.

TRI-STATE BUFFER BASED READ LOGIC

This approach asks for a read address decoder (RAD) to produce one-hot en-
coded row select signals, and R · C tri-state buffers, i.e., exactly one per stor-
age cell, as shown in Figure 10.2(b). Notice that it is generally difficult to
buffer tri-state buses [75], which might be necessary to maintain reasonable
slew rates if these buses are routed over long distances.

MULTIPLEXER BASED READ LOGIC

C parallel R-to-1 multiplexers are required to route an entire word to the out-
put, as shown in Figure 10.2(c). The R-to-1 multiplexer may be implemented
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in many ways. Binary selection tree multiplexers do not require one-hot en-
coded row select signals and can therefore save the RAD. However, some
glitches or activity on unselected data inputs can propagate all the way to the
input of the last stage, giving rise to unnecessary power consumption. A bet-
ter approach is to use a glitch-free RAD to mask (AND operation) unselected
data at the leaf-level of an OR-tree to realize the multiplexer functionality.

10.1.3. ARRAY OF STORAGE CELLS

Instead of flip-flops, latches can be used as storage cells, while the previous
discussions on the write and read logic remain valid. However, setup-time
requirements on the write port become considerably more stringent when
using latches. The reason for this is that when sticking to a single-edge-
triggered one-phase clocking discipline and a duty cycle of 50%, the WAD
together with the clock-gates in the latch-based design can use only the first
half of a clock period to generate one clock pulse and R− 1 silenced clocks,
which will make the latches in one out of R rows transparent and keep the
latches in all other rows non-transparent, during the second half of the clock
period. The latches, which receive a clock pulse, store the applied input data
on the next active clock edge.

Furthermore, if the currently transparent latches are also selected by the
output multiplexers, the SCM becomes transparent from its data input to its
data output, and combinational loops through external logic can arise. To
avoid this problem, a restriction on the choice of read and write addresses
needs to be imposed. If such a restriction is not desired, latches which are non-
transparent during the second half of the clock period needs to be inferred at
either the SCM’s data input or output, or alternatively, registers needs to be
inserted into any path that feeds the output data from SCM’s back to the input
of the SCM’s.

10.2. SCM ARCHITECTURE EVALUATION

After the presentation of different architectural choices for SCMs and the sub-
VT characterization model, the aim is now aim at identifying the SCM archi-
tecture that performs best in terms of energy, but also in terms of throughput,
and silicon area. All SCMs are mapped to a 65 nm CMOS technology with
low-power (LP) high threshold-voltage (HVT) transistors (VT is above 450 mV)
and the results are based on fully synthesized, placed, and routed netlists
with back-annotated layout parasitics. The average switching activity µe is
obtained using voltage change dumps (VCDs) for 1000 write and read cycles.
All inputs of the SCMs are driven by buffers of standard driving strength;
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Figure 10.3.: Energy versus VDD for different write logic im-
plementations, namely enable flip-flops and basic
flip-flops in conjunction with clock-gates, assuming
a multiplexer based read logic, for (a) R = 8 and
C = 8 as well as for (b) R = 128 and C = 128.

highly capacitive nets such as the bit lines are buffered inside the SCMs. For
the comparisons between SCMs of different sizes R × C, energy figures are
reported as energy per written bit and energy per read bit, commonly referred to
as energy per accessed bit. In Sections 10.2.1 and 10.2.2 the different implemen-
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Figure 10.4.: Energy versus maximum achievable frequency
for the same memory architectures and sizes is
shown in (a) and (b).

tations of the write and read ports are compared and in Section 10.2.3 flip-flop
arrays are compared with latch arrays.

10.2.1. COMPARISON OF WRITE LOGIC IMPLEMENTATIONS

In order to compare different write logic implementations, a multiplexer-
based read logic and flip-flops as storage cells are chosen. Two memory con-
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Figure 10.5.: Energy versus VDD for different read logic imple-
mentations, namely tri-state buffers and multiplex-
ers, assuming a clock-gate based write logic and
latches as storage cells, for (a) R = 8 and C = 8
as well as for (b) R = 128 and C = 128.

figurations (R = 8, C = 8 and R = 128, C = 128) are considered, which are
expected to have a smaller and to full-custom sub-VT SRAM designs compa-
rable area cost, respectively.

Figure 10.3(a) and Figure 10.3(b) show the energy per written bit as a func-
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Figure 10.6.: Energy versus maximum achievable frequency
for the same memory architectures and sizes is
shown in (a) and (b).

tion of the supply voltage VDD for the small and the larger memory config-
uration, respectively. In both cases, the write logic, relying on clock-gates in
addition to basic flip-flops, exhibits lower energy per written bit than the
architecture that employs flip-flops with enable, for the range around the
energy-minimum supply voltage. In the sub-VT regime, there are two main
reason for this behavior: First, the architecture based on clock-gates dissipates
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Figure 10.7.: Energy versus VDD for different storage cell im-
plementations, namely latches and flip-flops, as-
suming a clock-gate based write logic and a mul-
tiplexer based read logic, for (a) R = 8 and C = 8
as well as for (b) R = 128 and C = 128.

less active energy than the architecture based on enable flip-flops, as the latter
distributes the clock signal to each storage cell, while the former silences the
clock signal of all, but the selected row. The second reason is more visible for
the larger storage array whose energy dissipation is dominated by leakage.
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This leakage is larger for the case of the more complex storage cells that re-
quire additional circuitry to realize the enable for each cell in a standard-cell
based implementation.

For systems that require a constrained memory bandwidth, the energy dis-
sipation at a given frequency may also be of interest. Figure 10.4(a) and Fig-
ure 10.4(b) shows that the energy per written bit as a function of the maximum
achievable operating frequency of the corresponding SCM. The frequency
range on the x-axis is obtained by sweeping VDD from 0.1 V to 0.4 V. It can
be seen that both architectures have the same maximum operating frequen-
cies, as the critical path is in the read logic through the output multiplexers.

With respect to area, the results in [73] show that the clock-gate architecture
yields smaller SCMs than the enable architecture if only C ≥ 4. This statement
is true for many different CMOS technologies and standard-cell libraries.

In summary, the clock-gate architecture exhibits lower energy, equal through-
put, and smaller area compared to the enable architecture and is therefore
generally preferred.

10.2.2. COMPARISON OF READ LOGIC IMPLEMENTATIONS

In order to compare different read logic implementations, the clock-gate based
write logic and a latch-based storage array are chosen for again a small and
a larger SCM configuration. Figure 10.5(a) and Figure 10.5(b) show that the
multiplexer based read logic with RAD has a small advantage over the tri-state
buffer based read logic in terms of energy per read bit, at least around the
energy-minimum supply voltage. Figure 10.6(a) and Figure 10.6(b) show that
there is no significant difference between the two read logic implementations
as far as the maximum achievable operating frequency is concerned. Indeed,
the delay of the tri-state buffer is quite long and comparable to the delay
through the entire multiplexer as all R tri-state buffers in one column are
connected to the same net, which consequently has a high capacitance.

In summary, multiplexer based SCMs have a small energy and an area
advantage [73], compared to the tri-state buffer approach and are therefore
preferred.

10.2.3. COMPARISON OF STORAGE CELL IMPLEMENTATIONS

In order to compare different storage cell implementations, the best write and
read logic implementations and again a small and a larger SCM block are
considered. Figure 10.7(a) and Figure 10.7(b) show that latch arrays have less
energy per accessed bit than flip-flop arrays, due to smaller leakage currents
drained in each storage cell and due to lower active energy of the latch imple-
mentation. However, the energy savings of using latches instead of flip-flops
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Figure 10.8.: Energy versus maximum achievable frequency
for the same memory architectures and sizes is
shown in (a) and (b).

are only small: a latch has around 2/3 the leakage of a flip-flop in the con-
sidered standard-cell library, but only around 2/3 of all cells in an SCM are
storage cells, which accounts for the approximately 22 % energy reduction
visible from Figure 10.8(b).

Figure 10.8(a) and Figure 10.8(b) show that there is no significant difference
in terms of maximum frequency. In fact, the storage cells are not in the critical
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Table 10.1.: Standard-cell area ASC and area AP&R of fully
placed and routed latch and flip-flop arrays for
different configurations R × C, clock-gate based
write logic, and multiplexer based read logic.

Latch array Flip-flop array
R C ASC [µm2] AP&R [µm2] ASC [µm2] AP&R [µm2]

8 8 738 984 811 1.1k
8 32 2.5k 3.3k 2.8k 3.7k
8 128 9.5k 12.7k 10.6k 14.1k

32 8 2.9k 3.8k 3.1k 4.2k
32 32 9.9k 13.2k 10.9k 14.6k
32 128 37.9k 50.6k 42.1k 56.2k

128 8 11.2k 15.0k 12.3k 16.4k
128 32 39.4k 52.5k 43.7k 58.3k
128 128 152.2k 202.9k 169.0k 225.4k

path, since the critical path of any SCM is through the RAD and the tri-
state buffers or the multiplexers. However, flip-flops as storage cells allow for
shorter write address setup-times than latches, as described in Sec. 10.1.3.

Latch arrays have only slightly smaller area than flip-flop arrays [73]. Ta-
ble 10.1 shows the standard-cell area ASC and the area AP&R of fully placed
and routed latch and flip-flop arrays for different configurations R × C, the
clock-gate based write logic, and the multiplexer based read logic. Notice
that AP&R = ASC/0.75, as the SCMs have been successfully placed and routed
with a typical initial floorplan utilization of 75 %. An approximation of the
area A(R, C) for an arbitrary memory configuration R× C can be found ac-
cording to

A(R, C) = β1 + β2R + β3C + β4RC +

β5ceil(log2(R)) + β6ceil(log2(C)). (10.1)

The coefficients β1 . . . β6 are obtained through a least squares fit to a set of
reference configurations in the technology under consideration such as the
ones provided in Table 10.1.

To summarize, latch arrays have slightly less energy per accessed bit, achieve
the same frequency, and are smaller compared to flip-flop arrays.
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Figure 10.9.: Schematic of latch based SCM with clock-gates
for the write logic and multiplexers for the read
logic.

10.2.4. BEST PRACTICE IMPLEMENTATION

Figure 10.9 shows the schematic of the best SCM architecture. This architec-
ture uses latches without enable feature as storage cells, clock-gates for the
write logic, and multiplexers for the read logic.

With respect to the energy efficiency, it is noted that a significant switch-
ing activity is required to find an energy-minimum, which occurs only for
the smallest memory configurations. However, for the large memory config-
urations, the overall switching activity is very low and the energy dissipation
is clearly dominated by the integration of the leakage power over the access
time, which decreases with increasing VDD if always operating at maximum
speed. Consequently, the energy-minimum supply voltage within the sub-VT
domain approaches the threshold voltage VT when increasing the memory
size.

For different memory configurations with the same storage capacity (R ·
C = const.), it is observed from Figure 10.10(a) and Figure 10.10(b) that the
energy-efficiency improves for a larger number of columns C and a smaller
number of rows R. The reason for this behavior is that the maximum operat-
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Figure 10.10.: Energy versus VDD (a) and energy versus fre-
quency (b) for the latch multiplexer clock-gate ar-
chitecture for different memory configurations.

ing frequency increases as R decreases, which again reduces the contribution
of the energy consumed due to leakage power in each access cycle.

10.3. RELIABILITY ANALYSIS

Besides the desire to operate at the energy-minimum, one of the limiting fac-
tors with respect to voltage scaling in the sub-VT domain is the reliability of
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the circuit. Reliability issues arise mainly from within-die process variations
and are aggravated in deep submicron technologies. Consequently, ensuring
robust operation in the sub-VT regime has been one of the most important
concerns in the design of full-custom sub-VT storage arrays.

Compared to full-custom designs, SCMs are compiled from conventional
combinational CMOS logic gates, such as NAND, NOR, or AOI gates, and
from sequential elements, i.e., latches and/or flip-flops. The reliability issue
therefore corresponds to the discussion down to which supply voltage a given
standard-cell library can operate reliably. This point limits in the same way
the operation of the combinational and sequential logic and of the embedded
SCMs for a given process corner.

To determine the range of reliable operation of the SCMs, a distinction
between the combinational and the sequential cells in the library, used to con-
struct the storage array. Previous work shows that when gradually scaling
down the supply voltage, the sequential cells fail earlier than the combina-
tional CMOS logic gates [66], provided that the combinational logic is built
without transmission gates. Therefore, the focus is on the analysis of the
sequential elements in the following.

The peripherals of SCM storage arrays, i.e., the read and write logic, are
built from combinational CMOS gates and are thus less sensitive to process
variation than the array of storage cells itself. Also, delay variations in SCM
peripherals induced by process variation are unproblematic due to the used
single-edge-triggered one-phase clocking discipline where path delays do not
necessarily need to be matched. Compared to SCM peripherals, the periph-
erals of SRAM arrays are more sensitive to process variation: delay variations
may cause the sense amplifiers to be triggered at the wrong time, and mis-
match in the sense amplifiers can further compromise reliability, especially at
very low supply voltages.

10.3.1. SENSITIVITY OF SCMS TO VARIATIONS

Reliability issues in both sequential standard-cells and in dedicated SRAM
storage cells essentially arise from mismatch between carefully sized transis-
tors due to within-die process variations [76]. In a conventional 6T-SRAM cell,
such mismatch manifests itself in three types of failures: a) read failures, b)
write failures, and c) hold failures. The read failures result from the direct
access of the read bit line to the storage node, which is not present in a stan-
dard latch design such as the one shown in Figure 10.11, where the output is
isolated from the internal node with a separate driver. The write failures in a
6T-SRAM cell are caused by the inability to flip storage nodes that suffer from
an unusually strong keeper. The standard-cell latch avoids this issue by turn-
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Figure 10.11.: Simplified schematic of the latch used in the
best SCM architecture.

ing off the feedback path during write operation. The only remaining issue
are hold failures which occurr in the non-transparent phase of a latch during
which the circuit behavior essentially resembles that of a basic 6T-SRAM cell.
Hence, a conventional standard-cell latch may be viewed as a very conserva-
tive SRAM cell design [3] where the reliability is determined by the risk of
experiencing hold failures.

10.3.2. HOLD FAILURE ANALYSIS

Figure 10.11 shows a simplified schematic of the latch, which was chosen
by the logic synthesizer from a commercial standard-cell library in order to
minimize leakage and area of the latch arrays, described in this chapter. The
development of new libraries with special latch topologies is beyond the scope
of this study.

A latch needs to be able to hold data in the non-transparent phase. In this
phase, INV2 and INV3 in Figure 10.11 act as a cross-coupled inverter pair.
The stability of the state of this pair is usually defined by the static noise mar-
gin (SNM) that is required to hold data in the presence of voltage noise on the
storage nodes [77]. This SNM is extracted as the side of the largest embed-
ded square for the butterfly curves shown in Figure 10.12 for different supply
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Figure 10.12.: Butterfly curves (left) and distribution of mini-
mum hold SNM (right) of the latch used in the
best SCM architecture for (a) VDD = 400 mV, (b)
VDD = 325 mV, and (c) VDD = 250 mV.

voltages in the sub-VT domain. For each butterfly curve, there is an SNM
associated with the top-left and the bottom-right eye, referred to as SNM high
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and SNM low. The probability distribution functions on the right-hand side
of Figure 10.12 are always for the minimum of SNM high and SNM low. The
butterfly curves and the corresponding minimum SNM distributions are ob-
tained from a 1000-point Monte Carlo circuit simulation assuming within-die
process parameter variations for the typical process corner at a temperature
of 25 ◦C. All common parameters of the BSIM4 transistor simulation models
are subject to variation according to statistical distributions provided by the
foundry.

The distributions in Figure 10.12 show that the SNM values decrease with
the supply voltage. As can be seen in Figure 10.12(a), there is a clear sepa-
ration between the voltage transfer characteristic (VTC) of inverter INV2 and
the inverse VTC of inverter INV3 corresponding to a comfortable SNM for
a supply voltage of 400 mV, which also corresponds to the energy optimum
supply voltage for most SCM architectures and sizes. Figure 10.12(b) and
Figure 10.12(c) show that there is still a separation between the VTCs even at
lower supply voltages, indicating that operation is still possible, but the SNMs
are small and reliability clearly starts to become critical at 250 mV, limiting the
range of operation.

10.4. COMPARISON WITH SUB-VT SRAM DESIGNS

In this section, the performance and cost of sub-VT SCMs is compared to a se-
lection of sub-VT SRAM designs in the literature [3] [68–70] [72]. Section 10.4.1
gives an overview of recent sub-VT memory implementations including this
work. Section 10.4.2 compares the energy and throughput of the smallest SCM
architecture with a prominent sub-VT SRAM design, while Section 10.4.3 com-
pares their area.

10.4.1. OVERVIEW

Table 10.2 presents a selection of recently published sub-VT memories. VDDmin
is defined as the minimum supply voltage, which guarantees reliable write,
hold, and read operations. Unless otherwise stated, the maximum operating
frequency fmax is given for VDD = VDDmin. The reported energy includes both
active energy for a read operation and the leakage energy of the memory array
during the access time. Furthermore, the total energy value is normalized by
the width of the data IO bus, thereby reporting the total energy per read bit.
Unless otherwise stated, the energy is given for fmax at VDDmin.

All sub-VT SRAM designs [3] [68] [69] realized in a 65 nm CMOS technol-
ogy have VDDmin ≥ 300 mV. Monte Carlo simulations indicate that SCMs
mapped to the same technology should operate reliably at least down to the
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Table 10.2.: Comparison of sub-VT memories.
Publication [3] [68] [69] [70] [72] This

Capacity [kbit] 256 256 64 8 480 32
Tech. [nm] 65 65 65 90 130 65

Basis of results ASIC measurements
Post-
layout

VDDmin [mV] 380a 350c 300 160 200 300

fmax [kHz]
475
(0.4 V)

25
20
(0.25 V)

200 120
1 000
(0.4 V)

Energy [fJ/bit]
65.6
(0.4 V)

884.4 86.0d

(0.4 V)
750e 4.2

32.7
(0.4 V)

Area [µm2/bit] 2.9b 4.0b 7.0b 19.5 12.8 12.5

aOne redundant row and column per 32-kbit block are assumed to guarantee
reliable operation at this supply voltage.
bArea estimated from die photograph.
cPlus 50 mV for boosting of word line drivers.
dEstimation extracted from a graph.
eIncludes the energy dissipation of the package.

same minimum supply voltage. Two SRAM designs [70] [72] fabricated in
older technologies are less sensitive to process parameter variations and are
reported to have an even lower VDDmin, i.e., 160 mV and 200 mV, respectively.

At the same technology node and supply voltage VDD, SCMs are faster
than SRAM designs, which bares the potential to lower energy dissipation
per memory access if 1) speed is traded against energy, or 2) early task com-
pletion is honored by power gating. Obviously, older technologies exhibit
lower leakage currents which may lead to lower energy per memory access.

With respect to area, the use of robust latches, available from conventional
standard-cell libraries, instead of 8T or 10T SRAM cells, is clearly paid for by
a larger area per bit for SCMs, in the same technology.

10.4.2. ENERGY AND THROUGHPUT

A well-cited 256-kbit 10T sub-VT SRAM [3] in 65 nm CMOS has 8 32-kbit
blocks (R = 256, C = 128), which are served by a single 128-bit data IO
bus. The leakage energy of this SRAM macro is divided by 8 to compare one
block with the proposed 32-kbit SCM block, while the active energy is taken
as is, since only one block is accessed at a time. At 400 mV, the SRAM macro
is reported to be operational at fmax = 475 kHz, and a single 32-kbit block
dissipates 19 fJ per accessed bit, as indicated by the triangle in Figure 10.13.
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Figure 10.13.: Energy versus VDD (a) and energy versus fre-
quency (b) for the latch multiplexer clock-gate ar-
chitecture for R = 256, C = 128 and for R = 128,
C = 256. The red triangle corresponds to [3].

For comparison, Figure 10.13(a), and Figure 10.13(b), show the energy
per accessed bit of the smallest SCM architecture as a function of VDD and
fmax, respectively. Considering an SCM block with R = 256 and C = 128,
fmax = 475 kHz is already achieved at VDD = 370 mV and the energy per
accessed bit for this operating point is 59 fJ, which is more than for the full-
custom SRAM macro. However, when operated at the same supply voltage
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(VDD = 400 mV), the SCM is able to operate at fmax = 1 MHz, with an energy
dissipation of 33 fJ per accessed bit, which is only 1.7× higher compared to
the full-custom design. The energy savnings compared to the initial operating
point are achieved due to a higher possible clock frequency combined with
power gating after earlier completion of a task.

Changing the SCM configuration to R = 128 and C = 256 while keeping
a constant storage capacity R · C, the energy per accessed bit of the SCM is
further reduced. As shown by the square marker in Figure 10.13, this new
SCM configuration is able to run at 747 kHz for VDD = 400 mV, and dissi-
pates 27 fJ per read bit in this operating point, which is only 1.4× higher than
for the full-custom design. This change in the SCM configuration results in
lower energy and doubled memory bandwidth at the price of a higher routing
congestion during system integration.

10.4.3. AREA

The bitcell of SCMs (flip-flop or latch) is clearly larger than the SRAM bitcell.
However, SRAM macrocells have an overhead to accommodate the peripheral
circuitry, i.e., precharge circuitry and sense amplifiers [78]. For SRAM macro-
cells with a small storage capacity, this area overhead may be significant.
Hence, SCMs may outperform SRAM macrocells in terms of area for small
storage capacities, but become bigger for large storage capacities. In [73],
it is shown that the border up to which SCMs still are smaller than SRAM
macrocells depends on the number of words and the number of bits per word,
and may be as large as 1 kbit. However, [73] considers only circuit implemen-
tations for super-VT operation, i.e., SRAM macros based on the 6T bitcell and
SCMs synthesized with a given timing constraint. When considering circuit
implementations specifically optimized for sub-VT operation, SRAM macro-
cells become significantly larger due to the need for 8 T [68] or 10 T [3] bitcells
and the additional assist circuits required for reliable sub-VT operation. As
opposed to this, SCMs may be synthesized with relaxed timing constraints
(and still reach 1 MHz in the current study) as speed is not of major concern
for typical ultra-low-power applications and may therefore have a reduced
area cost compared to super-VT implementations.

In the present case, considering a storage capacity of 32 kbit, the SCM is 4.3
times larger than a corresponding SRAM block [3]. For some applications, this
area increase may be acceptable for the benefit of lower energy per memory
access and higher throughput.
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10.5. SUMMARY

In this chapter it is show that for standard-cell based ultra-low-power de-
signs which need to operate in the sub-VT regime, standard-cell based memo-
ries (SCMs) are an interesting alternative to full-custom SRAM macros, which
must be specifically optimized to guarantee reliable operation. The main ad-
vantages of SCMs are the reduced design effort, reliable operation for the
same voltage range as the associated logic, high speed (when compared to
corresponding full-custom macros), and reasonably good energy efficiency
for maximum-speed operation. The drawbacks are the area penalty (for stor-
age arrays larger than a few kbit) and a loss in energy efficiency compared to
full-custom designs when operating at the same clock frequency.

Energy-efficient SCM design is driven by the fact that most of the energy
is consumed due to leakage while active energy plays only a minor role, es-
pecially for large configurations. A design based on latches using clock-gates
for the write logic and glitch-free multiplexers for the read logic achieves the
best energy efficiency and has the smallest silicon area. For the same maxi-
mum throughput but smaller write address setup-times, the latches may be
replaced by flip-flops.
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Future Work

There are many aspects of the sub-VT design space that need further ex-
ploration. Techniques such as complete power shut down together with
retention memory needs to be studied for the gains and drawback with

respect to energy dissipation, area cost, and speed penalty. Furthermore, all
the designs discussed are based on complementary CMOS gates, gate design
techniques such as pass-transistor logic or transmission gate logic can be use-
ful for sub-VT operation, and therefore need further exploration. The analysis
for the pipelining and unfolding techniques is missing a generalized formu-
lation where an optimum structure for a circuit can be predicted by plucking
in some design parameters. The dual-VT gate technique proposed in [34] is
studied for only simple gates. An analysis on larger circuits and architectural
level is needed to gauge the benefits of dual-VT gate properly. In the case of
SCMs better flip-flop/latches are needed that have low leakage current con-
sumption, as majority of the cells are not in active use and cause high static
energy dissipation. Furthermore, an analysis is required to identify better
clock tree structures is needed for low energy dissipation.
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